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President okays
new welfare law,
states message

Uncle Sam Solicitation
Mark Afria, senior Interpersonal and Public Communications major,
dressed up as Uncle Sam and toured campus encouraging students to

BG News/Paul Vemon
vote in the upcoming election. Afria said that he had fun doing this and
thought he received a positive reaction.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan on Thursday signed the
first major overhaul of the nation's welfare system since it was
created in the Great Depression. He said the new law is a "message
of hope" to those mired in a life of dependency and destitution.
But that message to welfare recipients, said the president, also
contains a demand from the citizens who pay the bills: "That you
will do your share in taking responsibility for your life and for the
lives of the children you bring into this world."
Reagan said the best part of the new welfare plan is that it actually
poses "an alternative to life on welfare."
"For too long the federal government, with the best of intentions,
has usurped the responsiblity that appropriately lies with parents,"
said Reagan at the signing ceremony in the Rose Garden. In so doing, it has reinforced dependency and separated welfare recipients
from the mainstream of society.
The legislation contains the most sweeping revision of the nation's
principal welfare program — Aid to Families with Dependent Children —since it was created in 1935.
Under the agreement reached after two years of legislative struggle, the government has pledged to provide training and support
systems to destitute parents if they take steps to become independent.
Each state must operate a Jobs Opportunities and Basic Skills
(JOBS) program to educate, train and find employment for the
AFDC recipients. Over seven years, states will be entitled to recieve
$6.8 billion in federal matching funds to pay for employment and
training activities.
The president touted the measure's work and education requirements, as well as its provisions increasing pressure on absentee
parents to pay child support.
Also present for the signing was the chief architect of the bill, Sen.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y.
"I've been waiting 20 years for this day," Moynihan said.

Reagan plans visit to Wood County Courthouse
by Judy Immel
special assignment reporter
President Ronald Reagan will appear
at the Wood County Courthouse Oct. 19
for a Bush-Quayle rally, White House
officials announced Thursday.
Reagan is expected to arrive in Bowling Green at about 2 p.m., after a Republican "Victory '88" rally at The Ohio
State University in Columbus, according
to Gary Foster, a White House press
aide.
Later in the day, Reagan is scheduled
to appear in Cincinnati for a fundraiser
for George Voinovich, Republican candidate for U.S. Senate, Foster said.

U.S. Congressman Delbert Latta
(R-5th dist.) said some city streets in
Bowling Green may be closed for the
event and tickets will be distributed for
admission to the closed-off area.
Latta said tickets will hopefully be available starting today.
"We will try to have a great distribution so as many people as possible can
see him," he said.
Latta said possible outlets for the tickets include his office, the University and
the Chamber of Commerce.
Michael Marsh, chair of the Wood
County Republican Party, said it is estimated there will be space for about 15,000
people.
"Four years ago, we had more than

10,000 people gathered outside Memorial
Hall to watch the president's helicopter
land and another 5,000 in Anderson Arena
to hear him, so the interest is certainly
there," Marsh said.
In September 1984, Reagan made a
campaign stop at the University in his
quest for re-election to a second term as
president.
"The president's visit was a great
event then and we're expecting this to be
as good or better," Marsh said.
Marsh said Republican state and local
candidates will be present, but the details of the program are still being
worked out.
"Certainly the major thrust of the day
will be the president's speech," he said.

Moving men relieve
relocation burdens
by Scott R. Whltehead
city reporter
For 160 freshmen women, the
temporary housing situation is
thankfully over. And whether
they believe it or not, the experience could have been worse.
Just ask students of the past who
did not have moving men help
them move to a permanent
home.
Jill Carr, director of oncampus housing, said this year
marked the first time that moving men were provided for students placed in hall lounges and
motel rooms.
And while this may have been
the first year that help was provided, the idea actually originated eight years ago, Carr said.
"The first year I was here for
overcrowding was in 1979, and

we wanted to do it then. Unfortunately we weren't able to get
the funding at the time."
Carr explained this year the
housing office did receive the
funds from Chris Dalton, the
vice president of planning and
budgeting.
As to the specific cost of the
venture, Carr said the figures
will not be available until midNovember, when the October
budget is completely accounted.
While Carr said the housing
office was pleased with the entire moving venture, she said
there was no response from the
women as to how smoothly the
relocating went.
Tracy Emerson, freshman
undecided major, said assistance with moving would have
been helpful, but she and her
roommates turned down the
deal.

"They offered to move us, but
it was an inconvenient time
since it would have been 10:30 at
night.
r
'We all had exams that week,
so we just moved ourselves instead, Emerson said.
Briggitt Childs, freshman education major, said she did appreciate some help moving her
refrigerator and TV.
Childs only had to move up
three floors from the second
floor of Harmon Hall, but she
said the movers were "very
helpful."
Moving furniture out of Offenhauer for one evening did not
seem to bother Jeff Engstrom,
senior IPCO major.
"We worked, but we really
didn't kill ourselves. The girls
were nice and most of the time
they already had their stuff
D See Movers, page 6.

"We're excited and honored to have him
here and everyone in the community is
fortunate to have a 'sitting' president
visit our town."
Bowling Green Mayor Edwin Miller
echoed Marsh's sentiments.
"We're delighted he's going to be here,
and I'll be issuing a proclamation of welcome to him,'' Miller said.
Latta said everyone attending must go
through metal detectors, so people
should arrive well before 2 p.m. He also
advised leaving as many metal objects
as possible at home to speed the process.
Another Republican campaign event is
scheduled for Oct. 21 at the University of
Toledo.

Appreciation Day
draws organizations
by Julie Wallace
news editor

There has been an overwhelming response of campus
organizations interested in participating in the first Student
Appreciation Day, according to
the sponsors of the event.
Philip Goldstein, associate
director/financial affairs of the
University Athletics Department, said 53 groups returned
the forms detailing their accomplishments and activities.
He said all participating organizations have been sent a
letter detailing the extent of
recognition planned for the Oct.
22 football game versus
Youngstown State University.
"The response has far exceeded our expectations," he
said.

Co-sponsored by the Athletics
Department and the BG News,
the day's events will include
recognizing the 53 organizations at the football game, waiving the admission fee for the
game for all students presenting a valid Univerisity identification card and giving them a
free hot dog and soft drink.
Goldstein said there will also
be a halftime raffle offering
students a chance at a trip for
two to Florida and a variety of
prizes donated by local merchants.
In addition to the prizes for
students, a canned food drive
will be conducted to support the
Bowling Green Jaycees
"Christmas Elves" program.
Two local grocery stores,
Krogers and Churchills, will be
contributing to the food collec3 See Appreciation, page 4

Groups
display
interest
by Tracy Richards
.staff reporter
University students now
have the chance to buy and
sell stocks at Wall Street
rates — with no personal
financial risk.
The ATaVT Collegiate Investment Challenge offers
students the opportunity to
gain experience and possibly $25,000 if they complete
the four-month game and
have the most valuable Investment portfolio, said
Lisa Wollet. marketing
representative of the Wall
Street Games Inc.
According to Wollet,
since students will be playing the game
with pretend
money. T,they will play the
market with nothing to lose
and a lot to gain.
"This is not only a great
opportunity for students to
ra an understanding of
financial market but
also for them to receive
national recognition as
well," she said. "Each
month the top 100 hundred
students will he announced
nationally."
The game begins Nov. 1
at 9 a.m. — when Wall
Street opens for the day.
A toll-free number has
been set up so students can
invest their $500,000 "fictional brokage account"
immediately, Wollet said.
"There are 48 trading
desks of 'brokers' who can
a Sec Stocks, page 4.

Friday
Today will be mostly tunny, breezy
and warmer with the
high temperatures in
the middle 60s.
i omorrow will be partly cloudy and warmer with the highs between 65 and 70 degrees. There Is a
chance ol showers
Sunday and Monday
and the temperatures
will be In the mid- to
upper 60s.

"A person can be free of disease but that does
not necessarily mean they are healthy. This is
what we want people to be more aware of," Kaplan
The second annual Health Fair will be held said.
Tuesday Oct. 18 from 10 a.m.-2p.m. in the Lenhart
The Alcohol Awareness Committee is co-sponGrand Ballroom of the University Union.
soring the event and will offer 10 displays from
Among the exhibits at the fair will be 46 informa- various student organizations.
tion displays from various student organizations
and area groups.
"Because so many campus injuries are a result
Nine booths will give free screenings for com- of alcohol abuse, we want people to learn to drink
mon health problems as high blood pressure, responsibly," Kaplan said.
breast cancer, and fat analysis.
According to Medical Director Josh Kaplan
The Health Fair will be open to the public and
M.D., the fair will emphasize physical as well as door prizes will be given away.
-by Christina Cadden
emotional health.

Health taught during fair

\>.

Bugged man finds cash
TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — Kenneth Lain's discovery of a hidden $75,300 treasure while following
a trail of cockroaches has officials bugged.
Tempe officials have been unable to decide who
should get the money and have asked the Superior
Court to make the decision.
Lain, 25, said he found the money June 12 while
hunting bugs in his rented home here.
"I was Just getting some chores done and I
thought, 'I m really going to get these guys,'" said
the account executive for a credit bureau. "I decided to spray under the air-conditioning vent because it looked buggy under there."
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Enforce child support
for the sake of kids
The enforcement of child support payments has
taken a step forward in Wood County.
By signing cooperative agreements, county employees and agencies will group together in an
effort to ensure the proper and prompt payment of
child support. The Wood County Child Support Enforcement Agency will be aided by agencies such as
the Juvenile Court, the Department of Human Services and the Wood County Prosecuting Attorney to
confront those who are delinquent in making payments.
Ensuring that child support is paid on time and in
the right amount is essential, and enforcement
should be strict. However, at a press conference
Wednesday, some parents in Wood County brought
up another aspect of the situation, that of children's
rights and visitation.
Leonard Standish, member of Wood County
Fathers for Equal Rights, addressed the issue of
children's rights and those denied access to family
members by the parent who gets custody. Although
federal law dictates that CSEA deal with the financial aspects of child support, Nannette Glonek,
CSEA director, said visitation enforcement may be
enacted within the next couple of years. However,
many children cannot afford to wait until this takes
place.
Emotional support is as important for children as
financial support is for parents. Though many parents depend on the support payments, the children
depend just as much on the support of their parents.
Enforcement of child support payments is a step
in the right direction for Wood County, however, the
county will not be completely thorough in treatment of this situation until the emotional needs of
the children are met.

The trend in columns in The
News this year is the Andy
Rooney type consisting of random observations, most of
which are critical, and all of
which are wonderfully clever. In
an attempt to be more fashionable than I usually am, I'm going
to try to follow suit today with
my own rambling column.
Boy, those Mets are really
overpaid crybabies, aren't
they? I think so. too. Gary Carter looked more like Jimmy Carter facing Hershiser. Sheesh!
Has it been cold lately or
what? I thought we were in the
computer age, not the ice age!
Brrr!
I see where the Falcons won a
football game. About time!
Sheesh!
If there's anything that makes
me mad — and there are a lot of
things that make me mad, actually — it's when I go to the Falcon's Nest to study and I can't
find a table, and then I go to the
library and I can't find a table,
so then I go to an unpainted furniture store and, get this, I can't
find a table! Sheesh!
Have you gotten a load of
those lines outside of the bars on
weekends? Doeesn't that make
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How come we didn't get a day off from
school on Columbus Day? I mean, come
on, you'd think we'd observe a holiday
that's named after the capital of Ohio!
you mad? No? Well, it was a
thought.
I don't know if anyone besides
me has noticed tkis, but none of
those ice cream places that feature a million flavors offers
beer-nut ice cream. Why not?
What's happened to American
know-how?
Have you ever noticed all of
the signs of Main Street saying
no bikes on the sidewalk? And
then if you try to ride your bike
on Main Street you nearly get
killed? Ouch!
How come we didn't set a day
off from school on Columbus
Day? I mean, come on. you'd
think we'd observe a holiday
that's named after the capital of
Ohio!
Does anybody really know
what time it is? Does anybody
care? About time? I don't think
they do! They should!
Have you noticed that I haven't used a single transition in

this column? Not one!
Have you noticed how those
Edgewise guys are always
trashing liberals? I've noticed!
Guys, is it something I said?
Sheesh!
What's this ''Think Fast" stuff
I keep reading about in the classifieds? Whars wrong with my
current speed of thinking?
Huh?!
Have you noticed how when
you contemplate the meaning of
life in the universe, whether
human beings really have a
purpose, your head always hurts
after 10 minutes? I've noticed!
I see where Ronald Reagan is
coming to campus next week.
Hasn't anyone told him he's not
running for re-election? Take a
rest, Ron!
I notice there's some of those
lint-mice deals next to my feet
as I type this column. Where do
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those things come from? Anyone
know? Don't you hate those
things?!
Boy, it's almost noon and I'm
hungry, but I have to finish this
column.so I can't eat yet. Drat!
The first seven letters on my
keyboard spell "Qwert yu/'
Isn't that kind of obscene or
something? Did the guy who designed the keyboard do that Intentionally? I'll bet he did! Well,
qwert him!
I see where I need to buy a
new watch band. And I've onlv
had this one for three and a half
months. Doesn't that make you
mad?
Have you ever noticed how
hard it is to keep one of these observation columns interesting? I
noticed it just now. Sheesh!
Hergert, an instructor in English from Slayton, Minn., is a
columnist for The News. Have
you ever noticed that his column
appears only every other week
this semester? Doesn't it make
you mad when these columnists
start slacking off? Sheesh!

Beat offers ideas from new perspective
Being a reporter isn't easy.
Like many others in this field,
it is difficult getting a hold of
people, asking the right questions and making sure that you
quoted them correctly after
waiting two days to interview
them. Missing them everytime
they return calls can be (and is)
frustrating.
Occasionally, after spending
hours writing, re-writing and
driving your editors crazy, there
is the possibility that it'll make
it to print. It could even be on the
front page — that's when you
know someone must appreciate
those two days (or more) of
work. It's all a part of the game
of journalism.
Minority affairs can be one of
the most interesting beats. It
can provide a lot of experience
dealing with issues you don't

Minority affairs can be one of the most
interesting beats. Actually, it can provide
a lot of experience dealing with issues you
don't understand or ever give much
thought.
understand or ever give much
thought. This doesn't mean
they're not important, but
different people nave different
backgrounds when dealing with
this beat.
The best way is to dive right in
— and I did, or tried to, at least.
I think I've been to 50 meetings in the last few weeks — including rallies to promote unity,
a speaker discussing the Vietnam War and meetings to abo-

lish offensive materials from being displayed publicly. Bach
was interesting in its own way.
Although they do not always
make it to print, there are those
occasions when you see your byline on the front page and know
that your beat is getting the attention it deserves. I think every
reporter would agree with me —
it's a fantastic feeling.
Sometimes reporters get as

discouraged and upset as some
of the readers get. However, as
a reporter, you can't do much
about it. You grin and bear it, as
they say, and return to your
computer terminal to type some
more.
When I am writing, I think of
how important it is to cover the
topic —even if my audience is
not black, Hispanic, Asian, Indian, gay or lesbian.
I'm none of the above. Even
though I have blue eyes, don't
tan in the summer and have a
boyfriend, I believe in my beat.
To me, that's more important
than whether I've lived what I'm
writing about.
It is more interesting for me
that way.

bWfAL

Even so, some people just
don't seem to appreciate your
work. That's when reality invades my philosophy of journalism. Some people call to tell you
how much they liked your article while others call to harass
you.

[mmmttr

That's okay. At least my story
made them think.

l

by Berke Breathed
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I guess I won the game after
all.
Hippie, a sophomore newseditorial journalism major from
Liverpool, N. Y., is the Minority
Beat reporter forThe News.
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CRAIG HERGERT "OUT OF WHACK"

Students should be
given housing refund
Sigh, it's finally over.
No more lounge lizards — no more "Bates
Motel" jokes; the University's 160 wayward freshman women have finally been given a home.
Never mind the fact these students nave been inconvenienced for the past eight weeks, and forget
that they have paid full housing fees for less than
full service — they are now home.
On a more positive note, at least the Housing Office provided moving men to cart the students belongings to their new rooms.
They were given T-shirts for their troubles, but
the University should give these students a partial
refund since it didn't provide adequate accommodations such as a residence hall room.
It is refreshing to see concern for these students'
needs — finally.
If the same concern had been given when students registered and were assigned rooms, perhaps
the situation could have been avoided.
Moving men and T-shirts are all very well, but
they don't make up for the poor treatment these
students received.
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Respond.
The BG News editorial page
is your campus forum.
The editorial page regularly
features columnists who write
on a variety of topics, from aerious political issues to
humorous anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a Journalism major or even a student
to write a column. The News

encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may be
expressed in letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor should
be a maximum of 200-300 words
in length and should be typewritten, double-spaced, and
signed. Address or on-campus
mailbox number along with

your telephone number for varification, must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of (00-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten and
double-spaced. University students writing columns must
provide class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the right

to reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous All submissions are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
tU West Hall

Local
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Campaign battles disease
Campus contests planned to fight Multiple Sclerosis disease
by Angle Blandlna
staff reporter

A student campaign against
Multiple Sclerosis is continuing
its battle against the disease
without a known cure.
The Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis (SAMS) campaign was
started as a campus-wide philanthropy in 1985 by Bob Wade, a
1986 University political science
graduate and alumnus of Alpha
Sigma Phi fraternity.
This year, the campaign is being supported as an Alpha Sigma Phi philanthropy, according to Marie Ryan, current campaign chairman.
Ryan said the SAMS camKiign differs from many phinthropies.
"It's not a one-time thing like
most philanthropies. We do
different events throughout the
Sear to raise funds for SAMS,"
yan said.
The next scheduled event is a
balloon launch on Nov. 3 in the
Union Oval. Tickets will be sold
a week in advance of the launch,
which will take place outside the
Union. A drawing for prizes will
be held as an incentive to buy a
balloon, Ryan said.
The campaign was developed
to fund research on multiple
sclerosis, a chronic, often disabling disease that affects the
central nervous system. The
disease primarily strikes people
between the ages of 20 and 40.
Ryan said activities planned
for December include an Aerobic-a-thon at the Student Recreation Center. He said the
fraternity will ask interested
participants to collect pledges
for each minute they aerobicize.
The year's events will culminate in February, which has been

named "Bust MS" month, he
said. The fraternity will make
presentations across campus
about the disease to make others
more aware of it, he said.
"There are a lot of misconceptions about the disease," Ryan
said."A common one is that
people think it's contagious and
It's not." The fraternity is organizing a skip-a-meal day for
February, when students can
donate the money they would
have spent for one meal to
SAMS. He said the fraternity
would attempt to involve the residence halls in the effort.
The finale of the year is to be

contest. Contestants will imitate
their favorite rock star and the
winner will go to the regional
contest with the possibility of
moving to the national competition which will be broadcast on
MTV, Ryan said.
"The Rock-a-like contest is
really what everything builds up
to," Ryan said.
According to Eileen Boyle, director of development at the
Northwest Ohio chapter of the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society, symptoms of the disease
vary and it often takes months
before someone is fully diag-

nosed with it
"One person can be hit very
hard and end up in a wheelchair
within a year, whereas another
person can have an ezasG ration of the disease and not
ve another one for 25 years —
maybe not for life," Boyle said.
The Multiple Sclerosis Society
is an international organization
with 99 chapters in the U.S and
five chapters in Ohio. Ohio
Wesleyan University, Ohio State
University, and Ohio University
at Athens have SAMS chapters,
in addition to the one at the University.

BG News/Eric Mull
Mark Ryan, sophomore Marketing major, chairman of Students Against Multiple Sclerosis (SAMS) for Alpha
Sigma Phi. gets information from Eileen Boyle, director of development for the Multiple Sclerosis Society in
Northwest Ohio. Boyle brought the information to help Alpha Sigma Phi with their ongoing philanthropy to fight
Multiple Sclerosis.

Foundation aids
creation, growth
of local business
by I inil.i Hoy
city editor

Creating and retaining businesses in Bowling Green is the
aim of the Community Development Foundation, a newlyformed organization of realtors,
bankers,
professionals
and University
and city officials.
Diane Rutschilling, CDF
director, said
the foundation's 26 members will work .
together to in- ""'"""""fl
crease economic development.
"I think the key to making the
entire program work is for the
city to work cooperatively,"
Rutschillinc said.
The foundation was organized
in response to concerns about
economic development in Bowling Green, said Michael Marsh,
CDF president and city attorney.
f
'It appeared that time was
passing us by in terms of recruiting new businesses and retaining existing businesses,"
Marsh said.
Mayor Edwin Miller and former mayor Bruce Bellard held a
meeting on economic development in February; to which 85
concerned citizens attended,
Marsh said.
Miller appointed a committee
to formulate a method for economic development and the CDF
was formed in April, he said.
Rutschilling, who assumed the
director's post Oct. 1, has had
experience in managing an organization in its beginning

stages. She took over as Community Improvement Corporation Director in Mercer County
in 1983 and implemented several
successful programs, she said.
Mercer County and Bowling
Green are similar in that they
are both rural areas, but the city's population is about 12,000
lower, she said.
"I think I'll be able to feel the
difference and feel that I'm not
Sread quite as thin as I was in
ercer County," she said.
Her first task as director will
be to implement a retention and
expansion program for Bowling
Green businesses — primarily
manufacturers — with input
from CDF members, she said.
"We (CDF) will call on the
various firms in Bowling Green
to find out how we can assist
them in their future development plans," she said.
CDF may act as an "intermediary" with the Ohio Department of Development and aid a
business in obtaining money at
lower interest rates, Rutschillingsaid.
The foundation can also assist
a business in relocating to another site in the city and in site
selection, she said.
In terms of attracting new
businesses, Bowling Green has
an advantage in being next to a
major interstate, she said.
"The fact that Bowling Green
is situated right on 1-75 is an
economic developer's dream,"
she said.
Another plus to development
is the University, she said.
With a university located in
town, Bowling Green industries
Set the benefit of "a wealth of inormation combined with a
small town atmosphere," Rutschilling said.

ONE WEEK FROM TOMORROW STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY!

here!
(Finally)

THE OFFICE OF OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING

In Support of

Neighbor Day, Sat., Oct. 15

The 1987-88 KEY
Pick up your 1988 KEY from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday-Friday

encourages
all residents of
The City of
Bowling Green
to get out and
meet your neighbors.

Please bring valid I. D.

Neighbors Living Together

is now available for pick-up
in 28 West Hall

3

4

BONaws
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Mini-courses available Neighbor Day planned
by Michael LaVolpc
reporter

Students and area residents can learn about
eirerything from making a wreath to how to get a
j»b in the 20 non-credit courses offered by the University during October.
The mini-courses are offered in basic categories
such as business, self-improvement, hobbies and
health, said Lorene Malanowski. director of noncredit programs in the Office of Continuing Education.
"Most of the classes are once a week during the
evening for four to five weeks and cost $30 to $40 to
enroll, Malanowski said.
She said there are courses about Job-seeking
skills, the commodity-futures market, and how to
select and install a business computer.
There are also courses in conversational Russian, positive parenting and teaching restaurant

Blotter

Campus

aFour people left the Union Hotel Monday morning without paying their bill. They stayed in the
room two nights and had given false identification
when they checked in.
DA purse was left behind in the lobby of the
McDonald Dining Hall Monday evening. When the
owner returned, the purse was gone. It was later
turned in at the front desk at McDonald North with
a wallet and checkbook missing.
DUniversity police cited eight people for speeding violations on Tuesday and Wednesday.
□$40 in cash was stolen from an unlocked desk in

French and calligraphy, she said.
She said there is also a class entitled "Cooking
for a Healthy Heart."
"People who enroll in the classes provide their
own materials, which vary from class to class,"
Malanowski said.
Although the courses are chiefly advertised to
faculty, staff and the community, she said students are welcome.
"It is a good way for the University to link with
the community and surrounding communities,"
she said. "A lot of people want to learn more, but
they do not need the credit."
Malanowski said courses often reach maximum
capacity quickly and urged anyone interested to
register early.
Registration for classes and a complete schedule
of classes and times is available in the Office of
Continuing Education at 300 McFall Center. Additional information is available by calling 372-8181.

the Technology Building Tuesday evening. The office door was locked at the time of the theft.

City
□A Cleveland Plain Dealer paper stand was stolen Monday from the front of Dairy Mart, 425 E.
Wooster St. An employee said there were no
papers or money in the stand when it was taken.
:i An American flag, valued at $155, was stolen
Monday from the 1000 block of Third Street.
A black leather jacket, valued at $300, was stolen from the back of a chair in D. J's bar Tuesday.
□Chloetta O'Connell, 257 Varsity Square, was
arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol
Wednesday after police said they received two
complaints of a vehicle hitting trees and almost
hitting children on East Gypsy Lane Road.

Movers.
□ Continued from page 1.
Sicked, which made it easier,"
ngstrom said.
While the housing office hired
only four movers through the Office - of Student Employment,
Can said they were very capable of handling the work load.

by Rebecca Thoma*
assistant city editor

"It's a beautiful day in the neighborhood ...
won't you be my neighbor?"
Residents of Bowling Green, including students
living throughout the city, may be humming that
tune after Neighbor Day takes place Saturday,
Oct. 15.
Scheduled to take place between noon and 3 p.m., with the
basic idea being "just to get out
and meet their neighbors," according to Tonia Stewart, director of off-campus housing.
Though no specifics have been
outlined for the day, Stewart said
Mayor Edwin Miller has proclaimed Oct. 15 as Neighbor Day m,,ler
and will encourage "neighborly
activities" to continue throughout the year.
Miller's proclamation requests neighbors to introduce themselves to others in order to build a
mutual respect and understanding in the neighborhoods.
"This is not something I have just dreamed up, I
really believe in this town and what I am doing,"
Miller said. "I will be working on this for the rest

of my term."
Stewart said another aspect included in the philosophy of "Neighbor Day" is to help community
residents. She said a phone number will be distributed for people needing help for tasks such as leaf
raking and snow removal.
The event is being sponsored by Graduate Student Senate, Undergraduate Student Government
Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic Council and
the Off-Campus Housing Office, Stewart said.
She said it is considered a kick-off for promoting
a good attitude about students and residents living
together.
*
'It's a good day to go next door and meet your
neighbor - talk to them a little bit," she said. Miller said the recent Cardinal Industries issue —
where a proposal to locate additional student housing in the city was voted down — is an example of
neighbors not understanding each other.
Tne residents of Ward 2, where the complex
would have been located, strongly protested the
Cardinal Industries proposal.
"Students can irritate people by what they do,
but residents can be the same way," Miller said.
"Neighbors just are not understanding or appreciating each other."
"Good neighbor" buttons and balloons are available from the mayor's office to promote the
day, he said.

Cavani String Quartet
opens concert series
by Fred Wright
reporter

The Cavani String Quartet will
open the University's Young
Concert Artist Series tonight at 8
p.m. in the Bryan Recital Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Tina Bunze, publicity/publications manager in the
concert office of the College of
Musical Arts, said the quartet

Waterbury, violin; Erika Eckert, viola; and Merry Peckham,
cello.
Named for the 19th-century
violin maker Vincenzo Cavani,
the group has won prizes at the
Cleveland Quartet, the Carmel
competitions, and the Chamber
Music Chicago Discovery Competition, Bunze said.
Bunze said the group has performed in Europe, Central
O See Quartet, page 6.

was selected for their talent and
their age.
"First, they have a fine reputation as a string quartet. Second, they fit our criteria for a
musical act in the Young Musical Concert Series," she said.
"We believe students really relate to them — they are their
own age."
Formed in 1984, the Cavani
String Quartet is composed of
Annie Fullard, violin; Susan

Appreciation

SWEETEST DAYSaturday, Oct. 15
Surprise thai
Special Someone
wthabaloon
touqueldeiivererl
incosiumeMany coaumes 10
choose from!

-COME TO THE—

Health
Fair

The
Balloonman
»S

352-6061

D Continued from page 1.
ted. Anyone attending the game
is encouraged to bring a canned
or boxed food item to be distributed by the Jaycees to
needy families in the area, although a donation is not required.
Although the large response

will not permit on-field recognition of the organizations.
Goldstein said each group will
be honored through a variety
of methods at the game.
He said the message board
will be used to run a brief description of the groups and an
article including key points
about each group will be included in the game program.

Stocks

D Continued from page 1.
accept up to 250 student calls
a day," she said. "We have
up-to-the-minute computers
which will allow our 'brokers'
to sell the stocks at the current

market rates.

"The first week will be the
busiest."
She said more than 10,000 college students have already registered for the game, with 36
students representing Ohio universities, including Bowling
Green.

A SHOWCASE OF ETHNIC CULTURE MO TALEIT
PROMOTING ETHNIC CULTURAL DIVERSITY, FELLOWSHIP
AND FUN AT LUNCHTIME
SPONSORED BY: THE ETHNIC CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM - ECAP
(A DIVISION OF THE ETHNIC STUDIES DEPARTMENT)

m

MALE & FEMALE

&B

featuring the offerings of:
Phillip Royster - drumming
Katana Hall - dancln'...Ricardo Fraztr - accompanying drum
John Scott - reading fiction
Angela Spence Nelson • musical selection
Rita Norton • dramatic recitation
AND YOU I
SNACKS PROVIDED

. * Bratujurst and German Potato SoJodi
•German DcKoht Pizza (small)
,)
•7" German Delight Sub
onu Oktob.rf.st Spedol only $3.00 IIJ
plus
-over 20 different German Beers
-Live entertainment UJed. - Sat.
-Friendship Gome (Featuring
Varsteiner or Loiuenbrou)

Campus Polly-eyes
352-9638 440 €. Coorti

Students can participate in the
Same calling toll-free
-800445-1990 to register.

"ECAPTIONS"

^-Sponsored by Student Health Service-

fOktoberfest,
^._UL

"This is our first year — we
had only projected 10,000 to participate but now we estimate up
to 18,000 students will have registered by the Oct. 21 deadline,"she said.

AMANI ROOM - NORTHEAST COMMONS
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14th
12:00-1:00 P.M.

Tuesday, October 18
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Union, Lenhart Grand Ballroom
• Free Health Screening
• Door Prizes

XCotch the Spirit.,

A souvenir copy of the program will also be sent to each
group following the game,
Goldstein said.
Each participating group is
also encouraged to nang a
banner about the organization
around the stadium, said Brad
Browning, director of promotions and marketing tor the
Athletics Department.

B.Y.O.I. (BRING YOUR OWN LUNCH)

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
Part Time Employment
$O.OOper hour
Loading and unloading Semi-trailers
3 Shifts Available
Approximate Hours:
3:30 a.m. • 7:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
10:30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Schedule Interview with
Student Employment
450 Student Services Bldg.
United Parcel Service Is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

RESTAURANT
AND SALOON

D.J.

f* LIGHTS

>w

^
*q

DANCING

THURSDAY, FRIDAY A SATURDAY

BOWLING GREEN'S NUMBER 1
HAPPY HOURS ALL NIGHT LONG,
otter

353-0100
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Steve Green
Chris Earley
John Cooper
John Leslie
Jim Connor
Joe Altic
Ken Tietz
Tom Hickman
Jeff Makar
Scotf Kalish
Pat Knox
Dean Cowger
Andrew Allen
Tony Rhed
Christian Treend
Tom Casey
Eddie Kozgrevic
Scott Bush
Andy Dorr
Richard Riley
Randy Parks
Pete Wooste
Trent Berry
Dale Hampshire
Brady Gump
David Sukenik
Chris O'Connor
Rob Oldenburgh
David Bedich
Mike Chew
Chris Cheuvront
Craig DiGiovanni
Sean Hardy
Dirk Miller
Joe Bergin
Ken Schramm
Scott Gille
E. Barr
Sean Merkle
Carl Robinson
Brian Walters
Jim Cox
Brad Curren
John Canty
Mark Gilstorf
Steve Fagan

Nate Walton .
T-Bone Lawrence
Tirn Hutchins
Drew Layne
Darin Cross
Jeff Sabol
Tom Slabe
Butch Keyser
Jeff Barnes
Bob Bertram
Brad Curren
Scott Oman
Troy Anderson
Craig Schmidt
Tim Rupp
John Canty
Matt Frey
Jim Beaverson
Ric Devore
Eric Stephenson
Joe Thomas
Tom Marzano
Chris Woconish
Mikel Kouzelos
Kevin Fscherry
Mark Bricker
John Sansone
Matt Munneke .
Chris Urbancic
Ronnie Johnson
John Green (P-er)
Tom Mignogna
Todd Rosenthal
Drew Agosti
Woody Guele
Brock Hoover
Craig Parker
Gregg Wangler
Todd Motto
Rob Dickinson
Tim Jones
Chuck Schaan
The unknown
scope
Doug Dill
Scott McNaught
Joe Thomas
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Burial cloth not Christ's

Shroud of Turin found to be 700 years old
TURIN, Italy (AP) — The Shroud of Turin is
only about 700 years old and cannot be the authentic burial cloth of Jesus Christ as believed by
millions over the centuries, the archbishop of
Turin said Thursday.
Cardinal Anastasio Ballestrero's announcement that he accepted the results of dating tests
conducted by three laboratories ended a debate
over the origin of the cloth that has raged for
hundreds of years.
But another mystery remains unsolved: how
the shroud came to bear the image of what
scientists have called a real human form of a
whipped and crucified man.
Rejecting attempts to brand the shroud a
fake, Ballestrero stressed that for the Roman
Catholic church, the linen cloth remains a venerated object and a powerful symbol of faith.
"The church believes in the image and not in
the history, because this image of Jesus Christ
is very interesting and the people believe very
much in Jesus." he said.
Ballestrero told a news conference at the
headquarters of his archdiocese that carbon-14
tests by labs in the United States, Britain and
Switzerland concluded with 95 percent accuracy that the shroud cannot be more than 728
years old, dating to between 1260 and 1390.
"I see no reason for the church to put these
results in doubt," the cardinal said.

The Vatican's official newspaper L'Osservatore Romano did not comment on the announcement, but printed the text of the cardinal's
statement on page two.
Vatican Radio, in reporting the news, said
"The chapter is not closed,'' noting that the
problems of the image on the cloth still remain.
Although the church has never claimed it as a
holy relic, the shroud has been revered for centuries by millions who believed it was the actual
cloth that Christ was wrapped in after he died
on the cross. Others called it a clever forgery.
The sheet —14 feet, 3 inches long and 3 feet, 7
inches wide — bears a faint, yellowish negative
image of the front and back of a man with a
thorn mark on the head, lacerations from flogging on the back, and bruises on the shoulders.
For years, church officials refused to let
scientists study the cloth.
U.S. scientists who subjected it to rigorous
chemical, computer and photographic analysis
in 1961 concluded that it was "a real human
form of a whipped and crucified man and not
the product of an artist."
Luigi Gonella, scientific adviser to the cardinal, said the American scientists found the
image resulted from chemical changes in the
linen while it was in contact with the body.

District5 hopefuls clash
The Democratic candidate for
Ohio's 5th Congressional District on Thursday accused his
opponent. Ohio Senate President
Paul Gillmor, of crossing the
line of "rough and tumble" politics by distorting his position on
a number of issues.
"I think I can make a case for
the fact that Paul Gillmor... has
gone into an area where some of

so great, the pattern is clear,"
he said.

his tactics are beyond the pale of
rough and tumble politics and
are simply dishonest to the point
of indecency," Thomas Murray
said in an interview.
"He's doing things that have
me flabbergasted and frustrated
because I'm spending so much
time trying to fend off these attacks and these misrepresentations. The number of them are

The campaign between Murray, a Sandusky lawyer, and
Gillmor of Port Clinton, the
highest ranking Republican in
the state, has become increasingly bitter.
Murray has taken exception to
recent Gillmor statements that
Murray may support cutting
Social Security to help balance
the federal budget deficit, and
that he has made most of his
money representing people in
negligence suits.

SAT. - SUN. MATINEE "BAMBI" AT 2:00 8 3:30
LIMITED 1 WEEK ENGAGEMENT

DEBRA WINGER

TOM BERENGER

BETRAYED

The roots of the Social Security flap were planted at a Sandusky Rotary Club debate with
Gillmor a few weeks ago.

FRI.- SAT. AT 7:15 - 9:30 - 11:45
SUN AT 7:15 8 9.30

CITY - UNIVERSITY RELATIONS COMMITTEE

PRESENTS

Arab wins
Nobel for
literature
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
— Naguib Mahfouz of Egypt, an
Arab storyteller who chronicled
the search for human values
from the Nile delta of the Pharaohs to the back alleys of
modern Cairo, won the 1988
Nobel Prize for literature
Thursday.
Mahf ouz, the first Arab writer
to win the award in its 87-year
history, has been compared to
Charles Dickens for his vivid
portrayals of poverty.
One book of his was banned in
Egypt, and another attacked
former President Gamal Abdel
Nasser's domestic and panArabist policies.
The Swedish Academy honored him for advancing the art
of the novel, a relatively new
genre in Arabic literature.
"His work speaks to us all,"
the academy said.
Mahfouz, 76, was awakened
from an afternoon nap at his
Cairo home and told the news.
He said he was "very happy and
thankful for the Arab world"
and added:
"I congratulate the Egyptian
people that one of its small people won a big award, (but) it's
not too big for Egypt. I hope this
will be the first step for our literary generations.

News Briefs
Virgin Mary visited, drew
on body, woman claims
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) Hundreds of people, some
clutching rosaries, have been
visiting a woman who says
the cross-shaped marks that
suddenly appeared on her
body were drawn by the Virgin Mary.
Una Karabashi. 18, said
Wednesday she tasted for
three days at Mary's request
because she "promised me
she will give me communion
today."

Actor %Steeles' away from TV
NEW YORK (AP) - Actress Stephanie Zimbalist
isn't sure she likes the trappings of fame. One thing is
sure — she doesn't miss costarring in "Remington
Steele."
"Believe me, I'm very
Sateful to 'Remington,'" the
■year-old actress said in an
interview in the latest issue of
US magazine. "But it makes
my skin crawl when people
tell me, 'Dont worry, you'll
get another series.' Their expectations have little to do
with mine."

MIDLAND, Texas (AP) — Jessica McClure, the
toddler who cried and softly sang a nursery rhyme
while trapped 58 hours in an abandoned well,
shows little sign of her ordeal one year after her
daring rescue,Tier doctor said.
And Midlanders are still proud of how their
community responded to the little girl's plight
while the nation watched and waited.
Jessica, now 2 1/2, lost her right little toe and
the tip of her big toe because of her ordeal. She
walks normally and doesn't seem to suffer from
emotional problems such as nightmares or phobias, said orthopedic surgeon Charles Younger.

"It's just that I got so
burned out on 'Remington,' "
she said. "I got a real bad
taste for acting and fame, especially. The cost just
seemed too high a price to
pay."

"She's a pretty extroverted, personable child,"
Younger said. "I think she's an intelligent child.
Obviously, when she was \Vi and she was singing
Winnie-the-Pooh' in the well, I think a lot of people
thought she wouldn't be able to do that"
It is that image — of a toddler crying for her
mother and bravely singing while trapped in a
dark, narrow shaft — that captured the Imaginations of rescue workers and millions of television
viewers.
Jessica fell into the 8-inch-wide abandoned well
shaft Oct. 14,1987, and was wedged 22 feet underground.

Quartet
D Continued from page 4.
America, Canada and they annually tour the United States.
The Cavani String Quartet has
also performed on all major television networks as well as on
National Public Radio.
The quartet is currently in residence at the Cleveland Insti-

tute of Music with a Chamber
Music America Residence
Grant, she said.
The quartet will perform
"String Quartet in E flat Major,
Op. 125, No. 1" by Franz
Schubert; "String Quartet No.
4" by Bela Bartok and "String
Quartet in F" by Maurice Ravel

FM88.1
This Saturday...
BOWLING GREEN AT CENTRAL MICHIGAN
for
MAC Football Action!
12:30 Anheuser-Busch Pregame
Join GUIL HERRICK and JEFF GIBBONS for

NEIGHBOR DAY
OCTOBER 15, 1988

Zimbalist's latest acting
Job was in a made-fortelevision movie, "Agatha
Christie's "The Man in the
Brown Suit.' " She portrays,
she said, a "cheerful, vivacious and ... perky" character who bears little resemblance to herself.

McClure shows no effect
from 58-hour well ordeal

Follow the Falcons Every Saturday
with

BG & BGSU

The Iraqi woman said the
Virgin Mary drew three crosses on her body Saturday as
she rested at Hussein Medical
City, where she underwent
foot surgery Oct. 2. She has
had 19 operations since her
left foot was crushed in an accident when she was 6.
"This is really amazing,
terrifying," said Elham Azar,
who visited her Wednesday at
the stone-built house in the city's Jebel Webdeh neighborhood.

1:00 KICKOFF
WBGU-FM Ml : Bowlto-Qretti'i Sports Leader

in the concert.
Bunz said the concert should
be enjoyable for for both nonmusic majors as well as those
studying the art
"I believe the performance
will be excellent. It will be a
wide-ranging program and
anyone who appreciates the arts
will appreciate the variety of the
program," she said.
This is the Young Concert Artist Series' fourth season. Two
other concerts scheduled for the
series are mezzo-soprano Carla
Wood on Jan. 20 and oboist Kimberly Bryden on Feb. 10, Bunze
said.
Tickets for the entire Young
Concert Artist Series are $12.
Single tickets will be sold at
each event for $5. Bunze said the
Cavani String Quartet will be
half-price for students.
Before the concert, the Cavani
String Quartet will teach a master class at 2 p.m. today in the
Choral Room of the Moore Musical Arts Center. The class is
free and open to all.

W&93Q

in cooperation with WBGU

PROUDLY PRESENT
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd
IP J| §&
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Any Community Service Ideas Or Needs
Call 372-8324
Paid for by Bowling Green Citizens Committee
Norm Heinman, Treasurer. 18741 Mercer Road, BG, Ohio 43402
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TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Students $12 • Gene$;#ub|$|:§|6,
The Union information Desk 11 am - 4 p.m.,
The Shed, Boogie Records,
Atoby Road &*#ihd»rs
For More Information Call the UAO Office ?3rd fkraljnion • 372- 2343
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Acne drug Students fight sexism, rape
dangerous
NEW ORLEANS (AP) The acne drug Accutane is as
dangerous a cause of birth
defects as thalidomide, causing 40 percent of women to
miscarry and 25 percent to
have children with severe
birth defects if taken early in
pregnancy, a study reported
Thursday.
Thalidomide, a sedative,
caused an epidemic of birth
defects in Europe in the late
1950s and early 1960s before it
was withdrawn from the
market.
Since Accutane was apCroved in the United States in
ite 1982, it has been linked to
cases of miscarriage or birth
defects in 25 states, said the
author of the new study, Dr.
Edward Lammer of the California Birth Defects Monitoring Program.
In a presentation in New
Orleans at the annual meeting of the American Society of
Human Genetics. I^ammer

reported that miscarriages
occurred in 12 of 30 women
studied, or 40 percent. Major
birth defects occurred in 12 of
48 women studied, or 25 percent, he said.
"These unusually high
risks are comparable to those
posed by the thalidomide exposure, Lammer said.
Neil Holtzman, a pediatrician and geneticist at Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore, said, "I don't think
there's any doubt that it's a
real danger.'' He agreed that
the risks associated with thalidomide and Accutane —also
called isotretinoin — are
comparable.
Dr. Muin Khoury, a birth
defects specialist at the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control,
said that about 25 percent of
women who used thalidomide
during pregnancy had children with birth defects, making its risk comparable to
that reported for Accutane.

URBANA, DJ. (AP) - University of Illinois students, shaken by a series of rapes,
are taking steps to protect themselves and to
fight the sexism many blame Tor the attacks,
student leaders and school officials said.
The attacks around the campus stopped
when police identified a suspect, but students are labeling sexism a factor — a message underscored with a candlight march
and rally Wednesday night.

"The message at the rally was that sexism
is in our society and it is the cause of a lot of
things that go wrong — rape, discrimination
and women feeling low self-esteem," Jane
Brouwer, president of the Panhellenic Council, said Thursday. The council represents
about 3,500 sorority members on the

35,000-student campus and helped organize
the demonstration.
"A lot of people just don't think about sexism," Ms. Brouwer said.
About 500 students demonstrated Wednesday, carrying candles to draw attention to
the role of sexism in the series of assaults
that police attribute to a serial rapist.
"We have a suspect," Champaign Detective Gerald Schweighart said Thursday.
"He was identified just before the series of
rapes stopped—around Sept. 10."

Police are awaiting results of tests on the
suspect's blood and have made no arrest,
Schweighart said.
Investigators believe about nine rapes
have been committed by the same man since

spring, said Schweighart.

The rally Wednesday united groups as diverse as the Panhellenic Council, the campus chapter of the NAACP and a political
coalition, United Progressives.

The aim was to stress the role of sexism in
society, from pin-up calendars and pornography to references to women in casual
conversation, participants said.
"We need a general respect of men and
women for each other," Ms. Brouwer said.
"If we are serious, we can make a change.'
Jenny Keller, a senior at the school majoring in political science who identified herself
as a victim of rape, was one of the speakers
at the rally.

Prison survey cites drugs, unemployment os crime factors
CLEVELAND (AP) - A survey made public Thursday of
Ohio prison inmates found that
drugs and unemployment are
the Key motivations for property
crimes, according to a researcher who took part in the
research.
Chemical abuse "affects their
judgment, and there is motivation to steal to support habits,"
said C. Ronald Huff, an Ohio
State University criminologist

and professor of public administration.
The finding was included in
"The Business of Crime: The
Criminal Perspective," a study
funded by Figgie International
Inc. and released through a
Cleveland public relations
agency.
Figgie, now based in Richmond, Va., plans to move the
headquarters soon to a Cleve-

land suburb. The company has
sponsored six crime studies
since 1980, with the newest to be
the last in the series. Previous
studies concerned the effect of
crime on American lifestyles,
the corporate response to crime,
crime response in cities, community efforts to reduce crime
and a parole analysis.
Through the first half of this
year, research associates asked
men and women convicted of

Grant aims at AIDS prevention
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) - A
multimillion-dollar federal
grant aimed at attacking the
dual demons" of AIDS and intravenous drug abuse was detailed Thursday bv Wright State
University officials.
The (3.2 million grant, to be
used over the next three years,
is aimed at studying and attempting to prevent the spread
of AIDS among drug abusers in
the Dayton and Columbus areas.
Dr. Harvey Siegal, director of
the school's substance abuse
programs, called it perhaps the
most exciting piece of research
he has been involved in in more
than 20 years.

Xfi

"Our university is now taking funding the research demonert in an effort to counterat- stration project, intravenous
ck probably the most serious drug abusers are a bridge bringhealth threat that our nation has ing AIDS into the general popuever experienced," said Siegal. lation.
"It is the dual demons of drug
Siegal said the state health
abuse and that of AIDS."
department says there are more
AIDS, or Acquired Immune than 1,000 cases of AIDS in Ohio
Deficiency Syndrome, cripples now, with 5,000 cases expected
the body's immune system, by 1991.
leaving it vulnerable to other
"The only way that we can
diseases. It is transmitted primarily through sexual contact stop its spread is by helping
and other exchanges of bodily ~—?le change behaviors, he
fluids, such as drug abusers
sharing contaminated needles.
He said the fastest rise in new
According to the National In- cases of AIDS is among IV drug
stitute on Drug Abuse, which is abusers, who can transmit the

RUN FOR LIFE
When:
Where:
Why:

XO

disease by sharing dirty needles. It is estimated that each intravenous drug abuser will initiate six or seven other people
into drug use over his or her career, he said, adding that the
most likely conduit through
which AIDS will move into the
mainstream of society is

through the drug abuser.
The' Wright State study will
involve collecting data from 800
drug abusers and 400 of their
primary sex partners as well as
working to educate the drug
abusers about AIDS and to
change their behavior.

IIKA

Sandwiches 4 Salads

$1.00 OFF
Any Foot Long
Sub or Reg. Size
Salad with Med.
Drink & coupon
Woodland Mall
353-0204
IxplrMOct. 21, 1988
•ONE COUPON PER VISIT

Graduate Student Senate
supports the

City-University Relations
Committee
in recognizing
October 15,1988
as

October 16, 11-1:00
Between Jerome Library and Fraternity Row
To benefit the Anorexia/Bulimia Foundation

RUN FOR LIFE
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Neighbor Day

Happy Hours 4-7 Tonight at Mark's

IIKA

property crimes and sent to
Erison to fill out questionnaires,
l all, the sample included 589
inmates who voluntarily agreed
to participate on condition their
answers would remain anonymous.

"students and the community living together"

Pulsar Quartz
Proud of its elegance.
Modest about its price.
You recognize elegance And a
great value when you see one.
Near-perfect quartz accuracy, the
convenience of a sweep second
hand and instant set date calendar Pulsar Quartz offers a beautiful range of bracelet styles, appealing from every angle.
Polw' Ouo'ti
AKvOy. o b»Ot toyond In technology In votw*

Klever's Jewelry Store

WE DIDN'T GIVE UP, AND
NEITHER DID YOU,

MTWF 10-5:30
TR 10-6:00
SAT. 10-5:30

i
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cinema

354 -0558
GORILLAS IN
THE MIST PG-13
SAT & SUN 1:00 325
EVENINGS 6:45 9:15

GREAT OUTDOORS PG
SAT & SUN 1 20 3.20
EVENINGS 7:15 9:30

COCKTAIL
SAT & SUN 1:15 3.30
EVENINGS 700 9:35

THANKS FOR SUPPORTING THE FOOTBALL FALCONS!

NEXT HOME GAME :
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1:30 p.m.
FALCONS VS. YOUNGSTOWN STATE
"STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY" I I I

ALIEN NATION
SAT & SUN 110 3 35
EVENINGS 7:05 945
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leers
face-off
with
Seawolves
Parks heads long list of top-notch BG returnees
by Al Franco
sports reporter

For the past three seasons,
Greg Parks has "quietly" been
one of the top scorers in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association.
Bowling
Green's senior
center finished
third in the
CCHA in scoring with 74
points last
season, yet he
wasn't named
first team
All-CCHA, or Parks
second team,
or for that matter even honorable mention.
Why?
Parks is a master at keeping
opposing teams out of their
game plan. He is an attentiongetter who is skilled at causing
the opposition to take penalties,
meaning they tend go after him
instead of the puck.
Marc Potvin, who has been
Parks' linemate for two years,
said he is aware his centerman
has been snubbed of the awards
and recognition which normally
come with the merits.
"Other coaches don't like him,
and they don't like playing
against him," Potvin said.
"He's always on your case and

Large 2-ITEM PIZZA

for $5.75
MARK'S
only at

Pizza Pub
free delivery
Kappa

352 3551

Delta

pion Lake Superior.
"Because of his physical style,
he's always right there in those
games," York said. "And because of that style, he's willing
to make a sacrifice (with his
body)."
Parks contends that his line
must produce in the low-scoring
games because they lack the
acceleration to blow by their opponents.
"I think our line is more of a
4-3 line, as far as a 4-3 game,"
Parks said. "I don't think you'll
see much of us in a 9-2 game. We
obviously don't have the speed
of a line like Emerson's. You
have to throw a 20-pound weight
on their back to keep up with
those guys."
What Parks lacks in speed, he
makes up for in determination.
Junior defenseman Kevin Dahl
said Parks has a knack for keeping the team fired-up.
Park's character is shown by
his nickname, 'Sparky,'" Dahl
said. "He's always there to
spark the team either on the ice
with a big goal or off the ice by
his leadership qualities."
Because of those qualities.
Parks was was voted captain of
this year's squad along with
senior defenseman Allan Leggett.
"I think it's a really special
honor, especially to have the
guys vote on it," Parks said.

that's what you expect of him.
He's not the type of player they're going to give awards to." BG
head coach Jerry York said that
Parks has a different style than
the players who get the press,
but he gets the job done.
"He's not a flashy player like
a Bobby Reynolds (of Michigan
State) or (BG's) Nelson Emerson," York said. "He's a meat
and potatoes guy. The bottom
line is that he does produce."
Parks takes the snubbing with
a grain of salt, and says he is
more concerned about winning
hockey games.
"1 think as long as you put the
"Ws" on the board, the personal
achievements are going to
come," Parks said. "I don't
think you can become too unhappy when the team's winning."
The Edmonton, Alberta native
is only 5-foot-9 and 175 lbs., but
he is down right feisty.
"Pound for pound, he's
(Parks) one of the toughest
players I've ever played with or
against," Potvin said. "He
never gives up; he keeps coming
and coming, especially in the
tough games."
The tough games are those of
the tight-checking, low-scoring
variety, the contests that
determine whether a team finishes first or fifth. In recent
years, the Falcons have played
this style against Michigan State
and defending national cham-
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There's been a lot of great cap-

tains to come through here, but
more than anything it's a great
honor."
As far as team and personal
goals, Parks said he would like
> see the Falcons make the
NCAA Final Four, while be just
wants to have a better season
than the previous three years.
Besides the 74 points he tallied
last season, Parks compiled 50
points as a sophomore and 42 as
a freshman.
But when It comes to long
term goals, Parks doesn't look
too far down the road.
"I'd like to continue playing
hockey somewhere, hopefully in
Europe or something like that,"
he said. "But that's quite a ways
away yet We'll just see how this
year goes. It would be nice just
to end on a high note and win the
championship this year and take
it from there.
And if that happens, maybe
Parks will take home some of
the honors and recognition that
have escaped him in his first
three years, but even if he
doesn't he will still be respected
by those who really matter.
"Don't worry about it (the
awards)," York said. "We (the
coaching staff and players) and
the Bowling Green fans appreciate what he has done."
For now, Parks must simply
concentrate on the Falcons
season opener, tonight at Alaska-Anchorage.

Falcons play improved Chips
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

Jason Zeller made a loser of
Central Michigan on the last day
of the season last year, but the
Chippewas have been anything
but this season.
Central Michigan, 4-1 overall,
2-0 in the Mid-American Conference, hosts Bowling Green at 1
p.m. Saturday and will try to
revenge the Falcons' fast-
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minute 18-17 victory.
The Chips are coming off a
20-6 road victory over defending
MAC champion Eastern Michigan. Central Michigan held the
Hurons to only 222 total yards
offense and sacked the quarterback six times.
They've posted impressive
non-conference wins over Akron
(27-16) and Montana State
(48-10), and pre-season MAC
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Michelle and Scooter
Jennifer and Chris
Beth and Erik
Lisa Lisa and Tommy Rotten
Cheryl and Scott
Amy and Kevin
Karolyn and Roger
Traci and Chris
Kim and Fred
Liz Claiborne and Ralph Lauren
Ann-Maire and Craig
Linda and Jim
Cindy and Dave
Mitzi and Dave
Sonia and Wayne
Katrina and Mike
Stef and Kevin
Cheryl and Rob
Vanessa and Dominic
Cheryl and Nate
Dawn and Emanuele
Lisa and Scott
Wendy and )eff
Lisa B. and Spotts
Laura and one of two
Minnie and Mickey
Lori and Mike
Rene W. and Rick
Tammy H. and Christopher
Sweetness and Pooky
Michelle and Brian
Mariyln and Brian
Ellen and Daniel
Megan and Matt
Heather and Tom

Beth and Dave
Beth and Don
Cindy and Mike
Suzie and Chuck
Linda and Larry
Rene and Ron
Diane and Jim

Courtesy The Key/Brad Phalln
Bowling Green senior captain Greg Parks takes exception to a Miami
Redskin piling on former teammate Scott Paluch in a contest at the BG Ice
Arena last season. Parks was among the top five scorers in the CCHA with
74 points last season, and leads BG into its opener tonight at AlaskaAnchorage.

Wendy and Rob O.
Kathy and Todd
Amy and Bob
Chauntel and Chad
Katie and Ed
Laura and Billy
Paige and Smitty

Amy and Eric
Amy and Brian
Jennifer and Jim
Lisa and Mike
Amy and Phil
Debbie and Frank
Beth and Andy
Barb and David
Karen and Dave
Kathy and <
Kim and Rick
Suzie and Michael
Liz and Tim
Daffy and Steve
Tricia and Jess
Toni and John
Marty and Danny
Cheryl and Dave
Patty and Chris
Kathy and Dave
Barb and Scott
Sherie and Matlok
Mary and Dan
Martine and Mike
Vicky and Dan
Amanda and ff?
Debbie M. and Dave ).
Amy and Dave
Michelle and
The Random Man
Rhonda and Rob
Julie and Rob
B.J. and Chris
Michelle and Rob
Joy and David
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touchdowns on 157 carries.
As a team, the Chips are netting 254.8 yards per game.
Even though BG surrendered
193 yards rushing to the Bobcats last weekend, the defense,
which is ranked last In the MAC
against the rush, made the big
play to stop Ohio University
from scoring.
"(Central Michigan) runs a
lot of plays, but the best thing
they do is toss the ball to the
tailback and let him go around
the end," Ankney said. "Also,
they're a pretty good option
team. As for passsing. they'll
use a lot of play-action (fakes)."
As for the Chips' defense, it
ranks second overall and third
in both rushing and passing defense in the MAC.
But Central Michigan will face
one of the conference's hottest
quarterbacks in Eric Smith.
Smith completed 15-of-19 passes
for 295 yards and three touchdowns against the Bobcats.
Tailbacks Mike McGee and
Chuck Edgerton helped BG rush
for a season-high 214 yards.
But Ankney cautions that the
offense will have a tougher time
against the Chips, which have
allowed only six touchdowns all
year.
"Their defense is very balanced. They don't give you anything," he said. "They play
straight-up all the way around."
FALCON NOTES: The revolving door at inside linebacker
continues this week as Larry
Lambright will miss the game
with a sprained ankle. Duane
Crenshaw has now moved back
to linebacker after playing nose
guard for most of the year and
D See Central, page 10.
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favorite Kent State (31-7). The
Chips lost 18-7 at Kentucky in the
opening game of the year.
Despite this season's success,
Chips' head coach Herb Deromedi is weary of a BG team
that defeated Ohio University
424 last weekend.
"In our minds, Bowling Green
has excellent personnel and
played an awfully difficult preconference schedule," said Deromedi, referring games at West
Virginia and Texas Christian.
"They were most impressive in
the win over Ohio. Scoring 42
points and posting a shutout
says it all."
Because the Falcons have not
been in a close game this season.
BG head coach Moe Ankney said
he would like to find out how
his team would respond in one.
"What concerns me is that
every game that we've been in
has been a blowout. We've haven't been in a close game, yet,"
Ankney said. "We haven't had
the opportunity to see what hapEns in the fourth quarter when
egame is one the line."
The last close game BG
played in was against the Chips
last season.
"(Central Michigan is) a good
team. They've looked very imEressive In all their games on
Urn," Ankney said. "They're
aggressive and well coached.
^Td love to be in the fourth
quarter really close to them
again."
in last year's game. Central
Michigan tailback John Hood
rushed for 172 yards on 28 carries. Hood and fellow tailback
Donnie Riley have combined to
rush for 841 yards and eight
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Spikers look to "zip" Akron

FALCONS
VS.
SEAWOLVES

Q

match until October 21 at
Western Michigan.
BG head coach Denise Van De
Walle and her team are looking
It hopefully will be another forward to the time off from
fast match for the Bowling MAC play.
"It sure is good (to take time
Green volleyball team.
Or maybe it should be deemed off)," Van De Walle said. "It is a
very good time to heal up and
a Zippy one.
Last year, the Falcons not affect the MAC race. We can
defeated the Akron University also work out some problems.
"We're concentrating on deZips in a three-game match that
unofficially lasted less than 45 fense. We want to be prepared
minutes. This year, they are for the long rallies and the aggressiveness of both teams."
hoping to do the same.
Akron, under first-year head
BG has lost four of its last five
matches and is looking to im- coach BUI Cooperrider, has
prove its 6-10 overall record this drastically improved its record
weekend in non-conference from last year's 16-22 finish.
matches against Akron tonight This season, they have defeated
the Falcons' MAC foe Ohio Uniand Tennessee on Saturday.
Both matches begin at 7 p.m. versity, but have lost to Kent
State twice.
in Anderson Arena.
Cooperrider welcomed back
The Volunteers and the Zips
both have winning records — nine letter-winners and four starters
from last season's line-up.
Tennessee is currently 14-6
Seniors Gina Pillitiere and Carol
while Akron is 20-9.
BG is currently 1-4 in the Mid- Clearidge are the Zips top
American Conference, but will players so far this year.
Pillitiere, a Woot-9 outside
not be playing its next MAC
by Amy Cole
sports reporter

WHO: Bowling Green Falcons versus Anchorage-Alaska
Sea wolves.
WHERE: Sullivan Arena In Anchorage, Alaska. The rink is
Olympic sized and seats 6,500.
WHEN: Tonight and Saturday, with both games slated to get
underway at 11:30p.m. EDT.
COVERAGE: Radio personalities Jeff Ingalls and Mike
Reinhart call the play-by-play live on WBGU (88.1) starting at
11:25 p.m. both nights.
SERIES: First meeting between the two schools.
RECORDS: The Sea wolves finished with an 18-15-3 record
last season, while BG was 30-13-2 last year.
THE COACHES: BG's Jerry York's has a 230-131-18 record
going into his 10th season as Falcon mentor. AnchorageAlaska's Kelvin "Brush" Christiansen, also beginning his 10th
season, has a 146-100-8 record.
The SEAWOLVES:
Top Returning Scorers: Junior forward Cary Fisher is the
leading returning scorer, finishing third on the team last
season with 18 goals and 20 assists for 38 points. He is followed
by senior defenseman Mike Peluso (4-35-37), senior forward
Tony Cantani (12-20-32), junior defenseman Shawn Lofroth
(5-27-32), and sophomore forward Doug Spooner (14-17-31).
Goaltending: Senior Jeff Carlson gets the nod as he posted a
9-7-2 record last season with a 3.19 goals against average.
Strengths: The Sea wolves strength appears to be a strong
defense with Carlson between the pipes and Peluso and Lofroth
anchoring the backline.
Weaknesses: Anchorage-Alaska was obviously top-heavy
last season as 16 of the 30 members on this year's roster are
freshmen. The Seawolves lost their top two scorers to graduation, leaving them with two defensemen in their top five of returning scorers.
The FALCONS:
Top Returning Scorers: The Falcons are led by a pair of
centers in junior Nelson Emerson and senior Greg Parks.
Emerson led the Falcons in scoring last season with 34-49^83
and was the second-leading scorer in the CCHA. Parks finished
third among CCHA scorers and second on the team with
30-44-74. Behind the tandem are Marc Potvin (15-21-36) and Joe
Quinn (14-12-26).
GoalteDding: Junior Paul Connell will start in Friday's
contest, while sophomore John Burke gets the call Saturday.
Connell saw most the action last season, posting a 27-10-2 record with a 4.00 gaa, while Burke was 3-3-0 with al.56 gaa.
Strengths: The Falcons have their top two scorers returning
in Emerson and Parks. BG has an experienced defensive corp
anchored by senior captain Alan Leggett. Senior Thad Rusiecki, junior Kevin Dahl and sophomore Rob Blake add
strength on the backline. Goaltending is also solid as Connell
came on as the season progressed last year.
Weaknesses: Although the top two scorers return, BG lacks
depth for offensive production as Don Barber, Brent Regan
and Andy Gribble all graduated.
Compiled by: AI Franco and Don Hensley

The Bowling Green women's
cross country team will try to
keep things going, while the men
harriers try to put an end to
their slide Saturday.
Both travel to Delaware, O., to
particate in the OhioIntercollegiates.
The women finished fourth
last weekend at the Notre Dame
Invitational, while the men finished a disappointing 15th in the
16-team field.
BG head coach Sid Sink said
be feels the men had a good
week of practice and will be
ready to run this weekend.
"We are very pumped up for
this one," Sink said. "We have to
put last week's meet behind us
and not think about it."

"It sure is good (to take time
off)- It is a very good time to
heal up and not effect the
MAC race. We can also work
out some problems."
--Denise Van De Walle, volleyball
coach
and middle hitter, posts a
season-attack percentage of
.248, including 318 kills and 105
errors in 858 attempts in 91
games.
Clearidge, a 5-foot-8 setter,
has a 7.6 assist per game average in 102 games so far this
season.
Tennessee head coach Sandy
Lynn is also relatively new to
the head coaching position.
Lynn is working through her
second season as head coach,
and has five returning letterwinners, including four return-

ing starters.
Among those starters are outside hitters Dianne Shoemaker
and Stephanie Ehlers and setter
Wendy Jones.
Shoemaker, a 6-foot-3 senior,
leads the team with a .286 hitting
percentage which averages out
to 5.3 kills per game.
Ehlers, a 5-foot-10 senior, is
not far behind with a hitting percentage of .241 and a 4.5 kill per
game average.
Setter Jones, a junior, has 462
assists on the season and an
average of 11.7 assists per
game.

Booters travel to Kalamazoo
Western Michigan next test in MAC Cup defense
After over a month's absence
from MAC action, the Falcons
travel to Kalamazoo, Mich., for
a 2 p.m. Sunday meeting against
the Broncos in an attempt to
The Bowling Green soccer continue their defense of the
team returns to Mid-American MAC Soccer Cup.
Conference play this weekend
against Western Michigan.
The Falcons defeated MAC foe

by Mark Huntebrinket
assslslant sports editor

Joseph named
softball coach

BG headed for
intra-state meet
by Brian Hollenbeck
sports reporter

October 14,19M

Thirty-eight men's teams and
35 women's will compete this
weekend, making it the largest
field the Falcons will run in this
year.
Sink said this is one of the
most important meets of the
season for his club.
"This is a real special meet
because all cross country programs in the state of Ohio compete in it," Sink said. "The level
of competition will be the stiffest
we face all year, and we consider this our second biggest
meet of the season behindthe
(Mid-American Conference)
meet."
Sink said the reason the meet
is usually so tough is because the
little schools in the state get really pumped up to face Division
I schools. He added that these
smaller school runners want to
prove to themselves they can
compete with the bigger schools.

Jacqueline Joseph, an assistant softball coach at Indiana
since 1987, has been appointed
head softball coach at Bowling
Green, Athletic Director Jack
Gregory announced Thursday.
Joseph brings three years of
assistant coaching experience to
BG, one year at Indiana University and two years at Central
Michigan University.
She lettered four years as a
member of Chippewa softball
teams from 1982-85.
Joseph replaces Gail Davenport, the 1988 Mid-American
Conference Coach of the Year,
who resigned in September to
become the head softball coach
at Ohio State University.
"We're pleased to welcome
Jacquie Joseph to our coaching
staff here at Bowling Green,
Gregory said. "She has been
successful as both a player and
assistant coach, and she has become highly-recommended for
her coaching, communication
and managerial skills.
"We expect Jacquie to pick up
where Gail Davenport left oft
and maintain a winning tradition in softball."
Joseph inherits a Falcon softball team that posted a 35-21-1
record en route to winning the

1968 MAC Championship and
hosting the first round of the
NCAA tournament.
Joseph assisted Diane SteBhenson in coaching the Indiana
oosiers to a 36-20-1 record and
a fourth-place finish in the Big
Ten in 1988. While at Indiana,
she assisted in recruiting, onfield instruction, and academic
counseling. She also helped
direct developmental camps
and clinics for youngsters.
Joseph served as Margo Junker's assistant at Central/Michigan for the 1966-87 campaigns,
helping the Chippewas to successive MAC Championships
and NCAA tournament appearances. Central Michigan finished 16th in the nation in 1965
and then jumped to fifth in 1987.
Joseph earned her master's
degree in business administration from Central Michigan in
1987, where she also holds a 1985
bachelor's degree in personnel
management.
As a player, Joseph led the
Chippewas to three MAC titles
and three NCAA tournament
O See Joseph, page 10.
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American Heart
Association _

Central Michigan 3-2 on Sept. 6.
Last season, the booters posted
a 5-0 record in winning the cup.
Central Michigan, Eastern
Michigan, Miami, Western Michigan and BG are the varsity
soccer teams that make up the
MAC in soccer.

year.
Goalkeeper Mickey Loescher
has recorded two shutouts on the
season and possessed a 1.55
goals against average before
Wednesday's 1-0 loss. Loescher
continues to be the only BG
goalkeeper to see action this
season.
BG enters the contest at 5-8
The Falcons, as a team, have
after a 1-0 loss at Dayton Wed- allowed 21 goals thus far, while
nesday night. Western Michigan also scoring 21 of their own.
entered this week's action at
Rob Hunt and Chris lantoni
7-3-1 and ranked 10th in the have helped the Falcon scoring
Intercollegiate Soccer Associa- punch in their rookie seasons.
tion of America Great Lakes The freshmen are fourth and
Region.
fifth respectively on the Falcon
Mike Anticoli leads the Fal- scoring list. Hunt has tallied
cons in scoring with 13 points on seven points on three goals and
five goals and three assists. one assist, while lantoni has
Shaun Howe and Kyle Royer fol- scored three goals for six points.
low Anticoli with 10 points each.
After Sunday's contest, the
Howe has four goals and two as- Falcons travel to Akron Oct.21
sists, while Royer has recorded for a 7 p.m. meeting against the
one goal and eight assists on the Zips.

Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

immediate
Housing Openings
Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

MEETING TODAY,
Friday. October 14
Non-Traditional Student Association
A social/service organization with
the special needs of non-traditional
students in mind.
If you are 25 or over, starting college or returning after
some time off, married or single with kids or without —
join us for today's organizational meeting:
TODAY, FRI, OCT. 14
NOON. HOC Moseley Hall

URGES ALL STUDENTS TO RECOGNIZE
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Don't forget— Come out and see
our in-house specials for Sweetest Day
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BG golfers swing
clubs at Duke U.
by Mike Drabcnstott
sports reporter

The Bowling Green men's golf
team will escape the recent
sweater weather that has arrived here over the past week by
traveling to
North Carolina to play in
the Duke University Invitational this
weekend.
Ths 21-team
field will include EasX
Carolina,
Maryland, Nye
North Carolina and other
East-coa*t powers.
With only four tournaments of
collegiate experience on the
road between the six players
traveling south, the Falcons can
definitely call the trip a learning
experience.
We want to go down there
and establish something. It's
pretty difficult to set goals without prior experience, BG head
coach Greg Nye said.
Leading BG into action at
Duke are freshmen Brett Fulford and Wayne Mueller. Both
have been playing well in prac-

tice, averaging about 72 strokes
around.
Completing the six-player
team for BG are freshmen Paul
Green and Pat Koneaky, sophomore Doug May, and junior Tim
Goeller.
According to Nye, it has been
difficult for the young team to
prepare for the tournament.
"With all the inexperience on
the team, we really can't be
prepared for the tournament or
the travel until we've done it
once," he said.
The Falcons face a challenge
of different sorts this weekend in
that they will play on Bermuda
grass instead of the bluegrass
with which they are familiar.
Bermuda grass is coarse and
cut lower than bluegrass, causing the ball to sit tighter to the
surface. It also grows in one
direction, usually towards the
West, which makes the ball veer
on putts and other shorter shots.
"Playing on the course down
there will be a good experience
for the men," Nye said. "The
Bermuda grass, warm weather,
and course design should provide an excellent challenge for
the team."

Leapin* Catch

photo courtesy Roger Mazzarella

This Bowling Green rugby player jumps to control a line-out pass dur- Columbus again this weekend to play the Buckeyes once again In a
ing the club's 15-0 shut out of Ohio State last weekend In the Ohio Col- regular-season game. The A, B and C teams will all play, with first
legiate Championship game in Columbus. The Falcons travel to game starting at 1 p.m.

Lacrosse hosts Falcon Cup this weekend
by John Henderson
sports reporter

Fireworks, go-go dancers and
live bands are some of the
events that will not be witnessed
this weekend at the Bowling
Green intramural fields by the
Ice Arena.
But hard checking, energetic,
intense lacrosse is what can be
counted on during Falcon Cup V.
The winner of the tournament

will be crowned the Ohio Club
LacTosse Champion.
The Bowling Green lacrosse
squad is looking to capture its
third title, and captain Morgan
Sullivan thinks the club's chances are bright.
"I feel very positive about our
chances, but the only way we'll
win is if we play up to our potential, because all of the eight
teams have a chance," the forward said.
This year, the seeds of the

tournament were determined by
peer selection, and the Falcons
captured the first seed and will
face Toledo in the first round
Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
Field B will feature fourthseeded Dayton versus fifthseeded Ohio University at 10:30
a.m. Defending champion and
number two seed Miami University will face seventh-seeded
Wright State at noon, while
number three-seed Case
Western takes on number six

IrVake up your weekend with
ROBIN

WILLIAMS

Kent State, also at noon.
Sullivan said the club's hopes
for a tourney victory rest on
their success of rides and clears.
"A ride occurs after the opposition's goalie saves a shot on
Soal ana tries to get the ball
ownf ield, away from his team's
goal," Sullivan said. "We have
to keep the ball in the opposition's end after a shot on goal,
and the same theory applies to
clearing: we have to get the ball
out of our end as quickly as possible."
If the Falcons fail to execute
these fundamentals, look for the
strong Miami and Case Western
clubs to contend. But does Sullivan see a dark horse?
"Wright State definitely is the
dark horse," Sullivan said.
"They've improved every year

and they have some quality
players back from last year."
Besides playing fundamental,
mistake free lacrosse, Sullivan
sees depth as the other key to
victory.
"The winners of the first two
rounds will be playing three
games in two days, so the team
mat has the freshest players will
have the best advantage," Sullivan said.
That bodes well for the Falcons, which tuned up for the Cup
by hammering Toledo 10-1 at the
Glass Bowl Wednesday night.
BG used mostly reserves in the
contest.
Sullivan and Blake Kneedler
both scored three goals, while
Geoff Knapp had two goals.
Mark Card and Jeff Theis both
chipped in with one goal each.

Friends don't let friends drive drunk!
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G Continued from page 9.
appearances, making the AIAW
World Series once and the first
round of the NCAA tournament

twice.
An academic All-MAC selection as a junior and senior, she
was twice named first team AllMAC in 196W5, gaining allregion honors as a senior.
Joseph holds membership in
the National Softball Coaches
Association and has coached an
ASA women's major fast pitch
team. She has also volunteered
her time in a regional center for
the devolpmentally disabled.
A native of Flint, Mich.,
Joseph attended Carman High
School. She is the daughter of
Sally and the late Edward
Joseph.

Central
D Continued from page 8.
will likely start with Deon Allen,
who has recovered an ankle inury. Keith Pace and Dal
cDonald, who has also been
moved from nose guard back to
linebacker, are the backups.
Duane Crenshaw, last year's
runner-up for MAC Freshman of
the Year, is still out with an ankle injury. ... Center Brian
Sherman suffered a knee injury
against the Bobcats, but is expected to play Saturday. ...
Quarterback Rich Dackin, who
suffered a broken wrist against
the Broncos, had what team doctors termed "successful" surgery last week. He had two pins
put in the wrist and will have
them removed in six weeks.

IS

§§•**-.

Cosponsored by

Joseph

and HSA

FRIDAY OCTOBER 14 AND SATURDAY OCTOBER 15
7:30 AND 9:45 $ 1.50 WITH BGSU ID
EVA MARIE SAINT THEATER

NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED w/valid drivers license
MY BEST FRIEND'S A VAMPIRE
BRAVO CO.
DA
SALSA
BAD DREAMS
DEADHEAT
FRIDAY THE 13TH PART VII
ANGEL III

CAMPUS FILMS WELCOMES ALICE!

I We Accept All Competitors' Video Coupons |
Barney's rants Nintendo Action Sett & Games
Mon-Thurs 10-9

—i-

Fri-Sat 10-10:30

Sun 10-8:30

ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA SIGMA PHI

Hearthrob y Date Party

ALPHA SIGMA PHI PROUDLY WELCOMES
THEIR NEW INITIATES AND PLEDGES

October 14, 1988
Ronnie & Nancy
Skippy & Marmalade
Chip & Laurie
Mike & Mary
Mike & Pooh
Brian & Megan & Christy
Joe & Jess
Terry & Marji
Mongo St Jackie Daniels Dan & Kim
George & Cheryl
Skeezix & Brown Bets
Gomer & Karen
Woody & Moe
Chris & Jennie
Todd & Pam
Barosh & Miss Right
Earl & Lucy Mae
Otto & Jeri
Buster Brown & Sally/
Tommy R. & Anne
Joe & Lisa
Matt & Tammy
wScott &. Amy
& The Orubers

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

NEW INITIATES:
ffU Strukar

Hyan Corril

ffU Van JJo,

PLEDGES:
-Dav .Jimstutz

- j/rt/r rCobinion

Kodnty tilmln

mux*

*Jjtnnis ^J\ucf*r

r\ob Jiandan

Scott PLU

2>« SmOk

mLJav* J^ttinr
Drof StolLr
Brut. WatLu.
JJr*m Ljtsto

Welcome to the Fraternity of a New Generation!
ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA SIOMA PHI ALPHA SIGMA PHT

Classifieds
CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS
' OSEA HAYRIOE '
Frl Oct. 21 -8:00 PM
Bring e friend'
Mull regttter at OSEA Office
410Educ OfOct igmeotmg

Do you agree with the posclae of
the REAGAN-BUSH edmvvatration?
IF NOT. MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD WHEN
REAOAN VISITS BQI
Planning meeting: Fn Oct 14.4PM
UCF Center. 313 Thurattn at Ridge

•USQ urges all Bowling Qreer
community membert to
be a friendly neighbor on
Neighbor Day
October 15, 1981
'O.S.E.A. MEETING'
WED., OCT. HTM
115 ED., 1:00 PM
MADIIYNMANAHAN
EXPERIENCES AS A TEACHER AND ILLITERACY
AMA
Career Awiraneae Wee.
Mondey. October 27
Mr John Dechot-Seles Mgr. tor CocaCoH Co.
7:lOpm110BA
Amneaty International Work Parly Meeting
7 30 MonOay October I 7 in 100 Moaeley Hal
ATTENTION STUDENTS
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO GAMMA
PHI BETA'S INFORMAL MEETING TO HEAR
DAVE STANFORD FOROM THE COOP OFFICE INFORM YOU ON HOW TO GET VALUABLE WORK EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE!
SUN . OCT 18th 8 00 PM 121 WEST HALL
Attention Specie! Education Malors The Field
Advleory Board ol the Department of Special
Education and the Student Council lor Exceptional Children are conducting a specie) program. "Job Market and Experiences In Special
Education and Related Service*: Meet the
People Who Have the Job*.'' on October 19,
4-8 PM in the Forum ol the Student Services
Bonding Please contact the Department ol
Special Education (372-7293) lo pre-registet
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS:
COME TO THE OSEA WORKSHOP
A VOYAGE TO NEW HORIZONS''
NOV 6(SAT 110:00AM-4 18PM
VARIETY OF SPEAKERS ON PROFESSIONAL
AND PERSONAL TOPICS
REGISTRATION FROM OCT 3 - OCT 24
SEA YOU THERE
ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS
Interested In becoming a KEY part of a growing
organization? Opportunity lor leadership, Interesting speakers, social atmosphere, hands-on
experience Seeing and Sales Management
Club: Next formal meeting-October 18, 7:30
PM121 West Hal
Speaker: Frank Sugrue of Johnson a Johnson
Look for Free Marathon Credit1

COLLEGE BOWL
NOV 8, 9, 10
"STAY TUNED"

DON'T RUN FROM THE COPS
RUN FOR LIFE
Sunday Oct 15,1968
Help stamp out Anorexia Nervosa
Support PIKES and ChO'a
ECAPstons
Ameni Room-NORTHEAST COMMONS
FRIDAY OCTOBER 14TH
1200-1 00 PM
A SHOWCASE OF ETHNIC CULTURE S TALENT
PROMOTING ETHNIC CULTURAL DIVERSITY
ANO TALENT
SPONSORED BY Ethnic Cultural Arts ProgramE.C.A.P.
(A division ol the Ethnics Studies Deportment)
SNACKS PROVIDED BYOL (Bring your
own lunch)
Financial Management Aaaoclatlon
Formal Meeting
Tuee.Oct 18. 7 30 PM. McFal Center
Speaker: Mr Bruce Mleamoore
Manager of Financial Planning at
Marathon
Foeow the Falcons on BG a Sports Lead
LIVE MAC FootoaK Action Saturday
Bowing Green at Central Michigan
12:30 Anheuser-Busch Pregame
1:00Klckotl
SS.1FMWBQU
INTERCOLLEGIATE MOCK TRIAL TEAM
inlormational Meeting Oct 19th
BO0-112BA
Cel Or Deme DaVarzio at 2-8892 for more
Info.
EVERYONE WELCOME!I!
INTERFRATENfTY COUNCIL WANTS EVERYONE TO SUPPORT NEIGHBOR DAY. OCT
15. 1088, 12.00 PM NEIGHBOR'S LIVING
TOGETHER IN BG » BGSU
ITS Friday Night end you have
I? NOTHING TO DO ?l
Wei. mat is a problem. But the BGSU Fantasy
and Wargaming Society has the Bokmoni Come
on down tonight at fl PM on the second Hour of
the Education Btdg. for a right nod with excitement, adventure, and reefy unusual things
Become s knight In shining armour combating
fierce dragons fo treasure Take over the helm
of the Federation Crukwr and deal those Kerejons a ohasor beast Or become a minor noble in
the land of Kings and Things and crush the
other nobles who m«ik they should be king Advanced Dungeons and Dragons. Starfleet Bat
bee. and more games await you. tonight! and
you thought nothing happened Friday night on
Campus.
PHI BETA LAMBDA
FORMAL MEETING ON MONDAY. 17TH
8 00 3rd FLOOR UNION, TOWNE ROOM
PHI UPBR.ON OMCRON HONOR SOCIETY
Oct 17 AT830M 118 Education BuMng
Moviee and speaker, discussing world hunger
RUN FOR LIFE
WITH THE CHI OS ANO PIKES
The) Sunday 1 00 Between Fraternity
Row and the Library
Run! Don't Waal!
To the IPCO Club Meeting Monday at 7 30 m
106 South Hal Al majors are encouraged to
|oei us

MM

Sunday, October 18, 1968
» 00 PM 406 Educallon
Everyone Is welcome

SENIORS
f YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE M DECEM
BER 17,1988 COMMENCEMENT CEREMON
IES YOUR CAP ANO GOWN ORDER MUST
BE PLACED BY NOVEMBER 4. 1988
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT
COUNTERRIN TH6 UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONaNG 372-2861. IF YOUR
ORDER IS PHONED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO
KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE
Sweetest Dey Flower Sale
51 Reset
FrkJiy, October 14 BA Lobby
sponsored by Fl Omega PI

HN*WI

The Sport Management Cajb
Mon .Oct 17«8:00PMIn110BA
Guest Speaker. Dr Mary Jo Kane
Topic. Role of Women In Sport
Al Welcome
Tune in lo Bowing Green's Scoria L
Fridey A Seturdey for LIVE NCAA Hockey Action
Bowing Green al Alaeke-Anchorage
11:26 PM on 11.1 FMWBOU
University 4-H
Organuatlonal Meeting
Monday October 17
7:30 PM 1001 BA

"Student Appreciation Dey"
Saturday. October 22
BGSU vs. Youngstown Mate
FREE Admission, hotdog A pop at
l he foot be II game tor all Un Iverslty
students! Plus chances to win gifts
from local merchants and a
trip lor 2 to Florida!
STUDENTS: Return your appreciation
to the community by bringing with
you to the game a canned or boxed
food Nem to be distributed to
hungry famines In Wood County.

LOST & FOUND
LOST Brown leether cost, haa pat- of gleesee. BGSU student 10. end checkbook
353 8502 Reward If found

SERVICES OFFERED

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
115.00
UnrOraphka
211 Watt Hill 372-7415

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud !o be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice II
Toledo. OH 255-7769
Attention Coeege Students
Need reports, essays, or resumes typed or
Stored on dak? Cel Diana Wilson 354-8159
between 8 AM and 5 PM M-Sal
For el your typing needa
A-Z Data Center

352-5042
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAOE7
For al your shipping needs
Federsl Express. UPS
A-Z DATA CENTER 152-6042
Reeumes-Profeaeionary Written 1 Prepared
Reasonably priced Co-op sndor Career
Cat FeHh 354-1629 after 3.00
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354 HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

• BOYCOTT QRAPE8 ■
• BOYCOTT GRAPES •
• BOYCOTT GRAPES ■
• BOYCOTT GRAPES •
"•PNItappaPel"*
The PI Pin's «** you're greet! 'Thanks lor i
your hard work on the float

allOMB
A cross between a chicken and a hawk

THMK FASTI BOYCOTT GRAPES!

•KKG-TVVaNS-KKGSpagandAmyC
I love my grand Me1"
•KKO-TWaNS-KKG•SkjEp- Date » John • SkjEpThanks for the beat hornecoming ever, the perfect weekend, and for the graeteel memoriae'
Remember . we're not late our watches say it's
1:301 Its neewwwl Nonowsy unuh lo gat II
Who auto the dvectlona from the house Dale'
Beeevue OH? John won me conteel-lor 6
rranutee. Hunter's my favorite TV enow They're
buerjng houses al around us' Are there knouritlee In the Iscuzzl? Fm going eke totaey the
wrong way' I etok* a mekons iweetshlrls-sbout
3 le n 3 or 4? No Its 9:301 Alpha XI I Skj Ep'
Whet a perfect combination!
Love Yal Chrys t Trad
• To the wonderful syjae of
GAMMA PHI BETA
Gat psyched for e fun weekend of eieterhood!
Thanks lor al your dedication'
Much love. Kessy

THsNK FASTI BOYCOTT QRAPEil

LADIES
If you LOVE the scent ol fine PERFUME si
wholnsls price*, we have the deal lor youl Can
MARK 172-1241 or BILL 1SS-1M1 for lamping
and pricee CALL NOWII!
Think Fast
Support DKG0 JARRIN
and DEBRA BRADEN
lining today.vl eft
them In the Untonl
Support UFW and Boycott Grapealll
Thin* Fast""

Think FsM
Support DrEQO JARRIN
and DEBRA BRADEN
failing today...ylalt
them In the Untonl
Support UFW and Boycott Grspeslll
Think Fssl
Think Feet
Support OtEGO JARRIN
ind DEBRA BRADEN
lining lodiy. visit
them In the Untonl
Support UFW and Boycott Grapes! 11
Think Feet
"•••■|ra»lir,FA*T""
Good luck Eric Kllnger
and Ann PsrehalMaetlng
Monday In support of the grape boycott
••••■ntReXFAST""
Good luck Eric Kllnger
and Ann PerahalMastlng
Monday In support of the grape boycott
"-Kappa Delta'ssnd Deles"'
KD date parties are known cross the land,
cause KD'a and fun go hand in hand This wfl
be the beet dale party yet-no one wB even
think twice cause Road to Nowhere wH be out
ol sight!

-Wantad-Wented-WanledCratg Parkarsnd Carl Roblneon you've been
busted'
Friday nightie sure lobe lun
Now that we caught you two on the run
We think If* a given we'l party al night
Cauee everyone know* Ksppe Stge do It up
right
So be prepared lo have a good time
Wei aa* you at Gtry'a ma Friday at 9 00
Your Partners ht Crime.

AAW
READERS THEATRE
Be Aware!
ALMA OAM PLEDGES ARE THE BEST
RMEMBER TO MARK YOUR CALENDARS
FOR OCT 20THI WE CANT WAIT TO SEE
YOU ALL THEN
ALPHA OAMMA DELTA
SUPPORTS
NEVER AGAIN
Alpha XI Delia
"Jallbreak"
ALPHA XI DELTA-KEVIN TAYLOR-ALPHA XI
DELTA
Gal to Yuppl's. don't be We.
A! the car. lea your late'
Do your ahot. don't haaaata,
Get psyched lor Jeabroak '68!
ALPHA XI DELTA-GUESS WH07-ALPHA XI
DELTA
Alpha XI Delta
"Jallbreak"

• "SHERRY BAUNSKI'"
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ALPHA GAMMA DELTA - SIGMA CHI LAVALEIFdNG
BEST WISHES
LOVE. YOUR ALPHA GAM SISTERS

ALPHA XI DELTA- • -DELTA TAU DELTA
• Sootl Bush •
•DougOttr
•ErtcRoueh■DeveSukenlkToday's the day it's finely here
So gel exerted lo drink lots of beer
Yuppl's is me peace to be
Where lots ol guys you wal see
Next, you wB get on a bus
In just a moment you we! see ua
Drinking, dancing, and having tun
With the ALPHA XI' S who are no 1
It's celled JAILBREAK el
And your deles can't wall'
Gal Exerted—
your Alpha XI datae!
DELTA TAU DELTA'"ALPHA XI DELTA

"Alpha XI Delta
Phi Delta Theta* •
' Steve Oreen'

Alpha XI Deft*
"JaHbreat"

'"NATE WALTON'"
I'M SO EXCITED FOR JAILBREAK TONIGHT'
DO YOU KNOW WHO YOUR DATE IS???! !l
I LOVE YOUI
YOUR FAVORITE ALPHA XI

•■state'
•JaHtaboT
-BradCurrenFnoay the 14th a drawing near
With four fun gkls snd lots of beer
No longer you wel heve to war!
When you depart the bus to find your dale
Yuppl's to Gbbay's you wil go
and unts 9:00 you wB not know
So get excited tor JAILBREAK 88
Cause your Alpha Xidateeraat can I war
••Alpha XI Delta
PhiDaHaThete-"AUDrnONS"
SrNGERS-OANCERS
For 1989 Miaa BGSU Schotoershlp Pegoenti
Dancers: Oct 17. Eppter North Rm 105.
7:30-10:30 PM. Bring a tape and a one rranule
routine
Singers: Oct 18. Eppler North Rm 300,
7:30-10:00 PM Bring a tape or sheet music

Alpha XI Delia • *' DeKe Tau Delta
•• 'NATE WALTON' •
'"JOttleCANTY"'
"•TOMCIARK"'
TO OUR FAVOFOTE DELT CRIMINALS- •
WE HEAR YOU'LL BE M JML.
BUT IF YOU'RE GOOD LITTLE BOYS
WE'LL POST YOUR BAIL
WE'RE SO EXCITED
WE HOPE YOU ARE TOO
BECAUSE WE SIMPLY CANNOT WIAT
TOUNCUFFYOU.
YOUR ALPHA XI DATES.

AlphaXlOelta"'' Sigma Chi
Jo* Attic. Trent Berry, Tom Htokman
Sigma Chi Homecoming waa a blail
Bui now that's over and in the past
Alpha XI Jeabreek haa begun
So get ready to have eome more fun
Al Yuppie your loumey wi Degn
Sweatshirts and handcuffs you'l be put in
Later et Gibbys a bus you w« ride
To take you lo the other eide"

ATTENTION GREAT SUBS 4 MUSIC
IN A COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE
SAM B's HAPPY HOURS
4-6PM
9-10PM
Downtown BG al 146 N Main St

••MWJONEB"
Gat ready for KD date party cause here It
comes! Get set for a greet ttmel
Lvoa. Debbie

That la the pace we w* wait
For our fantaalic Sigma Chi dates
We'l dence and drink al through the nighl
Cauee Alpha Xi JatDreek « out ol sight
Love, your Alphs XI Deles

Tie the night before Falcon Cup
and al through the dinner.
eech rookie and veteran hopes
we w* be winners.
They've Ined si the holds
and strung el the goats.
and some wet look forward
to a visit from Skoal
Gel reedy for dlzzystlcks.
alumni and fun
but remember thai Falcon Cup goal
-No 1 tt
Then when Mickey hande trophiee
10 1. 2. S 3
Falcon Cup honors wtl go to BG!!
00 FALCON LAXER6I
• Brian Wartsri •
HAVE YOU EVER BEEN KIDNAPPED?
• KAPPA PLEDGES •
You guys are doing a
FANTASTIC JOB' Keep up the good won.
• OSEA. MEETING '
WE0..0CT.1BTH
1IBE0.1:00 PM
MADILYN MANAHAN:
EXPERIENCES AS A TEACHER ANO HUTERACY
"CHI0"CHIO"
WHOOOO'S GOT SPtRfT?t?
WE GOT SPIRIT YE8 WE 00WE GOT SPeeT HOW BOUT YOUII
"CH10"CI*'0"
'" BO Kappa DeKaa " '
are
••• One Roed to Nowhere-•■

• ALPHA XI DELTA • ALPHA XI DELTA •
WANTED: PJC DEVORE1 MARK BFeCKER
BY. TWO BEAUTIFUL FUZZIES
WHEN: OCTOBER 14. 1988
WHY. -COME ON ANO DO THE JAIHOUSE
ROCK WITH USII"
INSTRUCTIONS: DO NOT PASS GO. DO NOT
COLLECT S200. GO DIRECTLY TO JAB..
YOUR IfaVIATES PROMISE YOU A NrGHT OF
LAW-BREAKING FUN!

ALPHA XI'KEN and TOOD'THETA CHI
Your warrants have been iesued
And sent in the maN
Your escape ■ Impcaarbla
We've peered no bal

There* no turning beck now
You're going MM
Cur your Alpha Xi dates
Are hot on your tnel

-DELTA OAMMA DELTA ZETA KAPPA SIGMA"
THE BROTHERS OF SKJMA PM EPSR.0N
ARE P8YCHED FOR THE aNTERFRATERNAL
FALLFESTI SO GET READY FOR A "FESTIVE"
EVENaNOI

AltOaE WALKER
CONGRATULATIONS ON BONO ELECTED
THE IBM HC^eECOMmKl OUEEN. WE'RE BO
PROUD 0* YOU-YOU BUM DEBCRVE THE
ItONOR.
LOVE. YOUR ALPHA CHI SISTER*

INTERFRATERNTIY COUNCIL WANTS
EVERYONE TO SUPPORT NEIGHBOR DAY
OCT 16, 1966, 12:00 PM NEIGHBORS LTVWO TOGETHER * BO SB08U
WTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED TRIPLES
VOIJ^YBAU-OCT 16

ATTN WOMENS CLUB SOCCER
Good luck Sal atlU and Sun al W Michigan
Have a safe, tun weekend
Julie No 00
AXO ' JOEY OERHAftOSTEIN - AXO
WELCOME TO THE FAMILY!
I'M SO GLAD I CAN FINALLY SIGN MY NAME
AT THE END' I LOVE MY UL' JOEY!
AX LOVE ANO MINE YOUR BIG.
KELLY

Bate-KD-Beta-K0
Brian Betsy
ErKOodson
TomHeusman
Jeff Many
JeffMBsr
Brlan Schwelnhegen
Are you reedy to go on the road to nowhere?
Gel exerted tor Seturdey night.
cauee your KD detee are out of sight*
Younj truly ■ the Beta Dating Service
Michats. Amy. Heather. Wendy. Trida. Amy
Beta* Eric and Brian
Amy waa gied to meet Bran
So glad she went and tok) Amy
Then Arny waa ready to meet Eric
Only aha could never find him home
Now we're oft on KD'a Road lo Nowhere
Hope you're bom aa excited aa we are
KD'a Amy and Amy
CALIFORNIA FLORIDA HAWAII NEW YORK
Find out how you can go to school st one of
over 80 US coeegee end experience an adventure' National Student Exchange Info, session Oct 13. 4 00. Union-Ohio Suite Center
for Academic Options 231 Admin Btdg.
372-6202
CHERYL 5 CHRIS
Happy Sweetest Day lo a couple who reely
love each other a lot We wet want to say thai
we hope everything works out lor the best ss
Cheryl reely loves you a lot
Your faithful buddies
Knute. Roger the Moose. 1 Gork

OH*
The ATO Heertthrob wi be greet
And I can herdly wax
What a leem-An OSU Alpha Phi
And an ATO at BG'

Chrlitopher
I'm looking forward to an aweaome weekend'
Tra* la lust the beginning
Happy 2 yrs. and 9 mos •
Happy Sweetest Day'
I LOVE YOUI I LOVE YOUI I LOVE YOUi
Tsmmy
Club 11a Hans Sweauhkls
On sale al Umv Hal
Wed. S Frl 10-4*14.00
CONCERT
Fed Concert (end-Wind Eneemble
Mark S. Kelly. Conductor
Sun . Oct 15 1:00 PM Kchecker
FREE

Just be ready to party
And drink kx* of bear
Cur Alpha Xi Jeebreak
• IWietyhsre
Gat exceed.
Your Alone Xi deles'"
AlpheXi-TheteChi-AlpheXi-ThetaChi

AOTT Ruah la ftong to be fraei
It beaMe October 17, ISM
5:00 PMIe the time
The Caraaeanll, laftl I* Hie peeeo,
Fleeee attend It Inlereatod
Cauee She AOTTsoan'1 wall 11
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF

5«L

Thanks lor being such a wonderful fiance I
cant wait untl the planning Is over and the
honeymoon begins! I love you. Happy
Sweeteel Day.
Love. Mateia
DEAR KAPPA PLEDGES
THE ROCK WILL NEVER THE SAME!
GETPSYCHEDi
LOVE. LOP! 5CEUA

-

THE "HAU-atFOAWTT?
SOFT ROCK CAFE
AIIIWIKIM^UITeeaOIRB.
WM S50-ENTER FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC
BARTENDING CONTEST AT THE ALCOHOL
AWARENESS FAIR-TUES. OCT 1ITM. 11
PM-12:»0 PM. MON UP BY FReOAY m UAO
OFFICE THaaO FLOOR UNION. S7M14S.
ASKFOR1ETHORLEAHI

OZKELLICURRAHDZ
Thursday tt the night wel meet
Together we're gonna be reely neat
Big and UtBe are you and me
And thet'e the wey it wa erweys be
I LOVE MY LITTLEI

DZ ' (HEARER. LUCEK, SCRIBES ' DZ
I am so glad you el ere e pert ol my AWEIOME
FAMLY. I love my ■ and grand ■
DZ love and rrtne.
Kalhy ISnukiel
EAT FFUSCH'S BIG BOYS FOR BIG BUCKS
EARN SCHOLARSHIP MONEY BY SATISFY
►NO YOUR STOMACH
CALL 372-2343 OR STOP BY UAO OFFICE
OPEN TO ALL ORGANIZATIONS
EAT YOUR WAY THROUGH SCHOOL
CALL 372-2343 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
OPEN TO ALL ORGANIZATIONS
FIJI Chris Motor FIJI
II never forget this Hornecorning
snd al the fun wa had.
Scottsters face. GOons snd the boxers of
pa*)'
You made the night fun and
Even though you did Roam
-You were right HunlWe aaw the cow* come home!
E-Shoee
(as big as the akyt
Jenrffer
FIJI CHRIS HALBERT FIJI
" JEFFKIRSCH ■■
'• KEVIN CARRICK '•
This goes oul lo Chris and Jetl and than
Kevin.
Plan on this Saturday night lo be Juot at*
heaven
We'll drink and dence and party all night
Our trip to nowhere will be out ot sigh!.
From dust UII dawn I he fun will be.
Because you ohaays heve lun when you're
wrthsKDI
Oat ready tor sn sareoome trip,
Cut babes thie date perty will make you Flip,
n't not on a plane and Ha not on a ahlp
Bui this won I bes trip to skip:
So grsb your bags snd don't be tola.
Cut your three datae ere sll first ratal
KD Tract, Jeeelce. Amy KD
FUI SCOTT WHITEHEAD FUI
Us not the Taking Heeds on tour
Bul we're sta on s Road to Nowhere
So come on let's go. On a bus you wa be with
your favorite KD
Sheet
From ftyars snd forms to newsletters snd letter,
heed, we've got whet you need lo took SUPER
on paper' See ua for al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS' Klnko* 354-3977
Fuzzy.
Can! wait lor JAILBREAK II should be a greet
lime, course I always have a good time whan
I'm with you'
Love. Your Fuzzy
H PHI'S:
HOUSE RETREAT
CROP WALK....
"CATCH THE SPIRIT"
Gel physical on Sunday. October 15.1966
RUNFORUFE
Signup at MSC or Umv Hal
Help wipe out Anorede Nervosa
Chi 01 snd Pike*
Gregg WangtorGet peyched Jaabraek 88 la here!
Youl wsrtsi Yuppa for the time to drew near •
Handcuffed and wondering, we'l meet wound
nine...
Remember you're number, it we: be the same
aanana.
My key unlocks a night tul of tun
Get excited-JaaBreek 88 has lust begun!!
HALLOWEEN MASK FOR SALE
Order Oct 10-14m from 10-4
m Union loyer Cost 13 00
Here's the story ot three lovely stdto*
Whose names were MEL, USA * MAR j.
Al of them tired above the ATO House
And things were never dul
Now here's me skxy ot three cool ATO's
Who ware named MARK. MaXE 1 TERRY.
They were throe guys hevmg lun together
Bui they were al alone
Tl the one day when may had s Date Perty
And may knew met who to ask
And thie group muo somehow drink together
And that s the wey they want to ATO
HEARTTHROB!
Hey KAPPA'S—
Where* that spirit?
KKGI
-M

Doiro and the Party Mongrels.
I don't know about you guys but I trunk mat ill
time to blow thie popsicle stand and gat the —
a out ol here'! 2 30 today the party vrl begin
Get nervous because I'm beginning to teal very
convMal'
Love. Letter
P S PEIRO-Avoid the Pokco Force this mpl

DELTA TAU DELTA-DREW AQO*rna0ILTA
TAU DELTA
YOU'RE WANTEDII
CHOSEN TO HAVE TON* OF FUN
GET PIYCHEDI JAILBREAK III
ALPHA XI DELTA "ME' • ALPHA XI DELTA

As Mg and me
You re Qurte a par
You may not know ua
But don't rj

•GAMMA PHI BETA ■ GAMMA PHI BETA•
Let a al "CATCH THE SPIRIT'
this weekend et our retreet snd by
partUlpsMng in the Crop Wekl
•GAMMA PHI BETA- GAMMA PHI BETA'

ATTN. ALPHA GAMS
ALPHA GAMS
ALPHA GAMS
MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR THURS.
OCT 20TH! WATCH THE BG NEWS FOR
MORE INFORMATION

DELTA TAU DELTA
Den footbel teem
Thenkr for playing Sunday st the last rrtnute
You guy* have a GREATteam (and coach!)
Good Job In winning Tueedey-we knew you
could do II Goad Lack kt winning AM Sports
IMS year. We're looking forward to seeing you
Set. M 700 Love your Gammer coaches.
Cathy, Jen and Stel

Handcuffed ends
ihtled
Youl hope on a bus
Youl roads* to Gebbye
And there youl find us

•AXO'LsVJONI'AXO*
Wa mel coaching bathtub recee
Thie le how we knew eech others faces
For 3 generattone. our lamly met the same
But mat's not why: „«ked your name
I am ao happy you're a perl of our clan
No one elee could be your Uiggeet fan
Get psyched for some ewseomo Brno*
I am the happlaal big In the world cur your*
mine!
Love, Joyce
•AXO-Lit'JOM-AXO-

•DREWLAYNEGat psyched tor JAJLBREAK! I heve a warrant
tor your aneet Yuppies. Qsbbeye then Drew
gats to meet hie SECRET ADMIRER!
LOVE, YOUR ALPHA XI DELTA CRUSH

ATTENTION SENIORSIII
Nommetione are now being accepted for
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERI
CAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
Application forms ere now a aaatili in Office of
Student AcBvttkta and Orientation Room 406 of
me Student Services Bunding Deadline Manday October 24 by 5:00 PM
Nominate yourself or a friend'

m

"Brian Kerry"
I had a lot of lun at the Del Homecoming'
Thanks for everything'
Love, Dawn

•Alpha Omtoron PI RushI want lobe an AOTT.
Don'l you want 10 be one too?!
Come to 425 Student Services lo
Complete an Information Cardl

ATTENTION RESIDENCE HALLS.
FRATERNITIES ANO SORORITIES
Win a leHgele perty lor your
entire unrt lust by hevlng the
hlghaal attendance precentage el
"STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY"
Set.. Oct. 22 Football Pillule*.
Youngetown Stale - FREE ADMISSION

BETA ' TOM ' BETA
What a eurprtee?!?! I'm looking forward to Saturday, except...let's try and forget mat my
brother agoing to be there too Chow'
Love always.
KD- Pudge- KD

-RICHY KLINO—
Just so you don't feel left out:
Happy Sweetest Dey"

PERSONALS

SOFT ROCK CAFE
MONOAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
KCKOFF AT 9 PM
COMPLIMENTARY MUNCHIE BUFFET
BEGINS AT 9:30

11

—
' BOYCOTT ORAPES '
' BOYCOTT ORAPES '

DEF Herri ON
The Saturday Recreation Program tor
Youth WMh dlsa bint let
wet hold Its next program on
SATURDAY, OCTOBER IS
Group I we: meet 10:45 at Cooper Pool
Group D wl meet 10:45 at Hayes Hal
Open to All I

Oetobejr 14, !•••

Not even distance can keep ua span
II always love you'
Debbie
Do you Know what you
want to be tor HALLOWEEN?
UAO a aeemg leathered maaks
for al your costume paroes
Now-Oct 14 In Union Foyer
10:30-4:00
DZ BIG SHEILA BARRETT DZ
You're the beet ok)' I reely appreoele al you do
formal
DZ love plus bunches ol mm.
LITTLE UZ
DZDeaeZataOZ
Little Jaatle Plnasrtan. It* great hevlng you In
my femey We are going to have a super yeer
together" P S Did you know II waa me?'?
DZ Love, Your Beg. Regme

HeyPhiTaus:
The Alpha Dolts are ready for an ATTfTUOE
ADJUSTMENT at the fee tonlte' Get psyched!
HeySaaor.
What were thechancee mat I'd meat you?
We've rteked a tot but we held through
Now tot's play N sate, that* the beat to do
Wel beet the odde and have (un loo'
Thai weekend wB be our own JAILBREAK
There waa never a Questions of who I'd take
Now you've turned the tables, and for my sake
I ooufdn't be happier so tot* get baked!
Love.
Your Alpha XI Queen
HSA presents COFFEE HOUSE on Wed . Oct
19 from 7 00-10 00 pm xi the Honora Center
Free and open toll.
For a tun tied evening with music, humorous
ska*, poetry and smglng performed by ttudents, come to the Honora Center In Krettcher
QuadaonOct 19et7:00PM
INTERCOLLEGIATE MOCK TRIAL TEAM
imormahonMeeting Oct igm
9 0O-112BA
CM Or Donna. DeVttrzIo at 2-8892 tor more
kilo
EVERYONE WELCOMEIM
JOE B. S ANDREW A
Get peyched for JAJLBREAK '(a
Meet et Yupptoa, donl be MM
Drink TONS of bear. and donl be ahy
Just because you're a G. D. I
Soon wal meal up at Gabby* Bar,
!• or a mght to remember
THEBEaTBYFARIIt
Lov*.
Your Atonexic
•KD'KD'MICHAEL. EMANUELE.
TIM'KD-KDThis Seturdey Night
with a KDyeu'H party right.
We arM be your tour guides
»t you venture en your mystery rid*

HIKE

toaateeycvledyoulaurletarereFANTAITIC
DZ DZ UL USA SCHWARTZ DZ DZ
rm so happy mat you're my me' Your ata
Kveeyou'
DZ Love, your BK3
MICHELLE

Lava, year KD Tour OttVsee.
*»<rMI,DAaY1t.U>a|l,IJZ

Cont. on page 12.

Classifieds
Cont. from page 11.
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KAPPA SKI • AXO • KAPPA SKI • AXO
The Toga TrsdWonContmuee.. . .
AXO • KAPPA StO • AXO ' KAPPA SKI

LACROSSE - ACTION - FANS - tXCITEaSBIT
FALCON CUP V BE A PART OF THE MIDWESTS BIGGEST AND BEST LACROSSE
TOURNAMENT BRING YOUR COOLER AND
FRIENOS TO ENJOY ALL THE FAST PACED
' ACTION. BRUTALITY. AND FINESS OF LACROSSE OCT 16, 19 AT STADIUM FIELDS
IT 0OE8NT GET ANY BETTER THAN THIS

Kappa Slg • Alpha XI • Kappa Slg • Alpha XI
TOM MtONOQNA
At last Its here, and I can't wall
So gat exceed tor Jeabreali SB
Youl have the handculte. I'l have the Keyy
Now you're oft to Glbby'a and soon to aee me
Get excited Egg Nag. be ready tor km
Cuz the Fuutte know how II mould be done

JAILBflEAK HAS AJWVED!"
JAILBREAK HAS ARRIVED'"
JAILBREAK HAS ARRIVED"'
JAILBflEAK HAS ARRIVED!"

LADIES YOUR PERSONAL INVITATION TO A
GREAT TIME
When Your Birthday
Where Your Piece
Who Male Dancer
What Number to Ca< 364-3138

KAREN DICKER
HEATHER MLANO
BETH PREVISH
You guvs are Vie aweetest PUMPKINS around!
Have a great Sweetest Day and please work on
enpafXtng me neighborhood whs* I'm away i
LOVE - A.B

JAILBREAK HAS ARRIVED"'
JAILBREAK HAS ARRIVE D1"
JAIBREAK HAS ARRIVED!"
JAILBREAK HAS ARRIVED!"

LIESURE A HOSPITALITY
INDUSTRY NIQHT
ATTN IPCO. RESTAURANT, RECREATION.
HOSPtTAUTY S MARKETING MAJORS
COME
TOGETHER AND TALK ABOUT INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES IN PLACES LIKE HILTON
HEAD. DISNEYLAND. 1 STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS
WITH COMPANIES LIKE MARRIOTT.
HYATT
RADISSON AND MORE MONOAY OCT 17,
7:30- 9.00. 121 WEST HALL DRESS IS
CASUAL.
PREPARE YOURSELF FOR
mEUPWjr.il

KD We Know Why KD
But we don't know where
Kappa Delta Road to Nowhere
October 16, 1888

JAILBREAK HAS ARRIVED!'!
JAILBREAK HAS ARRIVED!!!

KD • Trice) • KD
I want you to know that I'm ao excited that you
are my big. I couldn't ask for anyone more
meaningful to me Get excited lor Saturday
ILuvYa.
Your LI Heather

JAILBREAK HAS ARRIVED"!
JAILBREAK HAS ARRIVED"'
JAILBREAK HAS ARRIVED!"

KD •" JESSICA •"KD
I'm ao glad you're my big sat
You've made come true my every wish
Saturday at Date Party was be
Having fun you and me!
Love, your KHe.
Debbie

JAILBREAK HAS AMWEMH
JAILBREAK HAS ARRIVED!"
JENIFER STABLER
You're a great roommate and friend! I love our
l and tun times Hang In mere 'cur Ifangsl
get better. Jus! remember-your roomie lovea
you
John Camay,
Love,
Amy
John "Ihamoo" aMeler
Roaeearered
Violets ere blue
Tomorrow's your 21 at birthday
Whoopty-Doo!
Happy Birthday.
The Gang
KAPPA LI Men/ Zetwlck KAPPA
I'm ao happy tor you to loin our ferrety
Great times He ahead, welt and see
Your Big thinks you're great and luvs U so
Your Orandbig thinks you re a dynamo
Love. Coeeen
PS George Bush lor President"!
KAPPA DELTA • PI KAPPA PHI ■ KAPPA DELTA
TO OUR PI KAPP DATES: DAVE. RICK.
CHRIS. SMTTTY. DAN. DOUG. JIM, PHILFINOLAY7 FREMONT?
WHERE WILL IT BE?
"THE K-OEE ROAD TO NOWHERE''
IN SEARCH OF A DESTINY
TWENTY MINUTES? FORTY MINUTES?
HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE?
WITH WARM SWEATSHIRTS. FULL WreESKMS.
AND OUR PI KAPP OATES!
TEQUILA' RUM?
WHATEVER PI KAPPS LIKE!
HAIRY BUFFALO AT PRE PARTY.
SO GET PSYCHED!"
LOVE, YOUR K-OEE DATES CINDY. RENE,
PATTY. PAIGE. VICKY. SUZJE. DIANE. AMY

USA REDAELU - ERIC ROBARE
Happy 1 yr. armvlerssry' You guys are the
greatest couple and the best roommates' We
love you!
CaJ

KD'KD^KD'KD'KD^KD'KD-KD'KD
ULSUZIEYOU-RE THE GREATEST ULI
GET PSYCHED FOR SAT -PRE PARTY,
THEN THE K-DEE ROAD TO NOWHERE!
LETS MAKE IT A NIGHT WE WONT FORGET!
K-DEE LOVE a MMEYOURBtQ

LITTLE PAFFI
What a laugh, you and me. the beat date party It
we be As my little, you deserves riddle Where
or where has our dale party gone? You'l And
out It won't be long.
Love, Your big
MARK.
The lest 6 months have been the beat Words
can't express how much you mean to me! Remember S' reetle. we've only just begun!
I Love You Forever, Chris

Kan Kreeger aha Grandpa Phi Tau.
Good Luck on your MBA exam Sat. I know you'I
do wel and 1*1 be thinking about how much fun
you re having!
Beet Wishes. Sfeph a.k.a. Grandma KD
KKG mile Kns Mishak KKG
I'm ao proud of you!
I think youl make an awesome BIO!'
I love rny SMALL"
KKG * Krieten Rumble * KKG
Congratuletions on your peering to David
Uebsrti
KKG • Mary Zetwlck • KKG
Congratulations on being chosen aa the Infraternity member on NMPC cabinet!
KKG • KKG ' KKG ' KKG ■ KKG

October 22nd. 1988 A nigh! which strikes leer
In the heart ol ordinary date parties—SPEAKEASY

Perryeburg Inn and Cefe Special Student
Monthly. Weakly Pate It I par night, kvroom
movies end HBO. 21054 N. Olxls Hlghwsy at
M7S a Rl 21. IIMTMUl
PHI KAPPA SIGMA snd ALPHA QAMMA DELTA WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THETA CHI ON WINNING THE 2nd ANNUAL
FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
Phi Mu Gofers.
Gat ready for the annual Golf Tea FOREI Be
reedy lor e different surprise at every hotel Toe
oiTVre 9 PM MthoThetaCtilHouoo Course
Phi Mtl-'-CAROLYN WHALEV'Phl Mu
You're an awesome Little-Big Qlna
PHI PSI 'KEN TIETZ" PHI PSI
Get excited tor Jeebreek SB'
Love, your Alpha XI Dele'
PHI PSI'ALPHA XI'PM PSI' ALPHA XI
PHI SKUiA KAPPA
MANDATORY MEETING

SUN OCTOBER

1era

800
PI Kappa Phi EZ Eddie 8.
Johnrae PI Kappa Phi
Afterburner. Candy Necklecee a Spanish
■•Oder" started our day
But when we got to Fremont, we reefy began to
per/I
We dranks some beer and drtnka did alp
And by the trne we ate we were "ferry" tipped
But after dinner. Ed, Here comes trouble
Don't lorget the Mr Bubble And John, boy
We saw that store at the eight of the teddie
ban.
What a nlght-wasnt It greetl Wel never lorget
Homecoming Moc Moca '88!
Love.K4.rai
PI Kappa
Get excited lor tomorrow night!
Love, the Alpha Xi'a
Pumpkin Salel
Pumpkin Setel
Pumpkin Salel

MARY STERLING and JIM SHARP
Congratulations on your DG-PHI DELT PINNING' You two are AWESOME TOGETHER!
-Love, the OQ's
MATTOtCKMAN
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY
YOU WERE AN AWESOME "OATE"
LOVE. KIM

•I
Pumpkin Salel
Pumpkin Salel

MIKE-FACE
I can I believe everybody elee knew. It's been 6
months of HELL! We've had some fun times.
from the Pul-in-Bay episode to Homecomings
nd from "Shake your Love" to "Our love la Hke
bad oatmeal" Happy 6 months and Happy
Sweetest Day!
Eye heart U.
TheJEANMEISTER
PS. How oouM I lorget "It's PeeWee's Playhouse"!

KURT GLASER
Happy Sweetest Day to my bsstesi Mend"
Thar* you for a greet year and e halt"
I wubbayou"
XOXO,
MICHELLE

Sorry I cant bo wWi you tree Seturday
Have a Happy Sweetest Day
Love. Tim

Pumpkin Salel
Pumpkin Salel
Pumpkin Salel

MATT YOU STUD
Tonights the night we'll do it nghl.
Along with Mickey you're out of sight.
A testing memory wB be tonight,
Topping tl off with whip cream deeghli
Your Jaoreek Date"

KKG • MARY KAY ■ KKG
Congratuletiona on being chosen as Kappas
alternate delegate lor NMPC'

rail

SOCKDV

RICHRILEY.
TONGIHTS THE NIGHT
JAILBREAK IS HERE
YOU BETTER GET READY
MY MOTIVE IS CLEAR
M JAIL AT EIGHT
AN0 BACK OUT AT ONE
THE WHOLE NIGHT LONG
YOU'LL HAVE LOTS OF FUNI
GET EXCITED.
LOVE. ME'
Rob Dickinson
Amneele Is where I first met you
At Homecoming we had our second rendezvous
Now the time has come to party some more
Get psyched thai time we won't hoar Jamie
snorel
JAILBREAK U

DAVID HARRIS

ROCK-NROLL-AXO-AXO-ROCK-NROLL
Congratulatory AXO Softball Teem for becoming the at campus gate Softool crampons
UTB. your Setters

,

SCOTT SINGER!
Plan to embark on an exciting trip .
lo nowhere.
Wove gol tickets to
an unknown dean xetton
And il you think I'm feting
forget HI
I'm looking toward to our Ural KD date party
"together"
Love. Barb
PS Leave the hMng boots behind end shine
uptrtcaMoMoBhctngfeot.

WE LOSf
MORf PU.UJWS

I

SEE YOU FMOAY AT FRANK'S PLACE!
SEE YOU FRIDAY AT FRANK'S PLACE
SEE YOU FRIDAY AT FRANK'S PLACEl
SEE YOU FRIDAY AT FRANK'S PLACEl

The BG News

Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

PfrNPt'Nt:

Two days prior to publication, 4p.m.
" [The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

KATES:

per od are 65' per line. $1.95 minimum.
- 50" extra per od (or k.M typo.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

PRtPAYMENT:
MOTICI:

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
1" (8 line maximum)

$ 5.85

2" (16 line maximum) $11.70

is required for all non-university refofcd businesses ond individuals.
m

The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
214 West Hall immediately if there is on error m your od. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG Newt reserves the right to release the nomes of individuals who place advertising hi The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations, Cases of froud can be prosecuted.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (MINT)

PHONE*-

ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*.
(For billing purpose's only)

Please PRINT your aa clearly, EXACTLYhow you wish it to appear:
(Clrclo word* you with to appear In bold typo)

Slg Ep • Alpha XI • Skj Ep • Alpha XI
WANTED
Dale, Dean. MM, Chretan, John C, John S.
In handcuffs our Sig Epe ere going to Jat
But we neve the Keys and the money lor Dell
Youl atari out at Yuppi'e Rat drinking wri the
guys
Then when you get to GJbby'e 111 be a big aurP*e
In kef with your Puzzles you 1 denes and prrty all
night
Cause Alphe Xl'a snd Skj Ep a know how to do It
up luet right.
Love—Your anxious dates
Sigma Chi CHRIS, EODY, CRAK)
J.P., ERIC, STEVE Sigma Chi
Sigma Chi N- Alpha Xi
What better match could there bel
JAILBREAK '»»
Love, your dales
SOFT ROCK CAFE
THE BEST HAPPY HOURS
4-9 MON-FRI
COMPLIMENTARY MUNCHIES
4-7 MON-FRI

Camp-Ma & City Iventt'
____ last ana Founa
arleei
Services Offeree

..Wen tee
. He I. Wentee

Personals
* Cemeus/Clty leant ees are punllehen h-aa at choree far ana aay for o non-profit event or meeting only.

■>•*•* to appear.
Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)

Tha IONIWI
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)
Total number of days ta appear.

Phone:

372-2*01

"———aas o-eeses.oaa.aaaeo»ee»Boo«oa

This Sunday, don't make e run tor the
border-Moke s RUN FOR UFEI!
Support the ChlOs and Paies
October 15, 1988
THOMAS QILMORE
Happy 22nd Birthday
Leva, Tiim-ny
To Cheater. Tom a Dave.
Our Road Trip to Nowhere ie nnaHy here.
It aeema we've been weahg to long
And we know that becouee youl at be with us.
Nothing sbout this rUghl car go wrong
We wa camb on the bus to travel to the unknown
and then dance the night away
So we hope you're excited lor en awesome
BBS,
because with e KD you wH never stray
Love, your KD Dalea
Karen. Use. and MHz!
To our KD dates
DAVE MIRES and MATT WEBB
The party begins promptly at five
E Merry No 10 wit Ihen come save
We wit drink and party and dance at night
KD ROAD TO NOWHERE
Is sure to be outta sight!
Love, Beth and Megan
TO THE PI PHIS OF APT NO 5
JANIE, CARYN, MICHELE S USA
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY
AND THANK YOU FOR BEING SUCH GREAT
FRIENDS
LOVE, KIM
TOM CASEY
Wanted my little Irishman Tom,
Tonight you'l party 'til you're gone.
Then wel meet and party more
Get excited for whste In store!
••■Jsilbresk'So" '
Love. Your Fuzzy Dele

ATTENTION WOMEN AGES 18-25
FREE Max Teet and Underwater Weighing
Col or Stop m on M1W 1 30-5 30 PM
110 Epp S Fitness 4 Sport Physiology Lab
372-6903
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men & Women)
The Toledo Electrical Joint Apprenticeship end
Training Committee wsl be accepting applications lor epprentlceshtp liomNovember 7,1988
through November 11, 1SSS. Applications
will be available at the Apprenticeship Training Center, 803 Lime City Road. Roasford,
Ohio (behind Local 8) from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00
p.m.. Monday through Friday. It you are at
least 18 yeers of age. have successfully completed one year of high school algebra or a poet
high school algebra course, have a high school
ctpioms or GED and are In good health, you
quality to apply lor said Program YOU MUST
APPLY IN PERSON. Recruitment, selection,
employment end training of apprentices Is done
without tfecrirrxheeon due to race, resgion.
color, naoonei origin or sex
Get Your Foot m the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES the! bring the Interviews
Don't take chencee on leas-WE DO IT RIGHT!
Kmko's 354-3977.
Help Wonted Bartending, waller-waitress >
floor waiter positions we evatble at Toetdo'e
only FUNDRINKERY Only tun S exciting poo
Pie need apply m person at Henry J'e
Wed-SUn after 8 PM at 1532 S Byrne. Glen
byme Shopping Center
Lawn Maintenance
Part and Ful time
Cal 352-5822
Looking lor models lor advanced hakcuttlng
class Musi have shouWer length hair or longer.
Contact Karen or Jenny et Glembys St Uhtmens Phone 352-5615
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr
round,
Europe. S. Amor . Australia. Asa. al liekJs
$900-2000 s mo Sightseeing, Iree kilo Write
UC. PO Box 52-OH03 Coronedo Del Mar. CA
92626

Person to watch 2 toddlers in my home 15
miles weet ol BG MWF Days 1-748-8753
Eve*.

TOM SLABE
I'm going to lock you up
And throw away the key.
This wi be e night to remember
With your snuggly Alphs Xi
So beware my man,
There la no bel
Your about to spend the night in |al.

Professional couple needs person lor child cere
m our home Cal 1.878-0088
PI.-time tutor. Not to exceed 19 5 hours per
week. Must be certified et the secondary level
(StO.oOfhr.) Contact Aaa't Super office BG
City Schools 140 S Grove. BOO 43402
I LOVE YOU
QRETCHEN

Tom, Tim, Kevin.
As for lacrosse we haven't e due
But tonight we'll surs know whst to do
At Yuppi' s the fun will begin
We hope the weekend will end with s win
As you trevei from Kent State
We hope you'll got piyched for...
Jellbreek SI
Amy, Kristin, Timmy. Amy
TROPICAL FISH 1.01 SALE
THURS SUN
DAVY JONES LOCKER 1002 S MAIN
TUTORING Basic math through calculus.
chemistry and physics-Oakhurst Looming
Center 874-3349
WANTED: DELTA TAU DELTA MIKE CHEW
Yo baby, yo baby yo
My name Is Chewy and
I'm reedy to go.
I've got a beer In my hand.
and a JAILBREAK dato
The Fuzztes and Deris
ami the combo greet"
WASHINGTON INTERNSHIPS DEADLINE FOR
SPRING IS OCTOBER 21. Contact the Center
lor Academe Options. 231 Admin 372-8202
today
WE'RE ON A ROAD TO NOWHERE
WE'RE ON A ROAD TO NOWHERE
WE'RE ON A ROAD TO NOWHERE
Yo Putman 1 Carpenter Happy FRIDAY and
Happy Sareeteot Dey to my roomies I LOVE
YOU BOTHI Dingbat
ZBT-sBKE AND CHRIS-KD
Kappa Dana and ZBT
What a pa* wel be
Tomorrow night wel leave BG
But we don't know where we're gonna be
We don't know whore we're going, but we don't
care
Cuz we're on a KD Road to Nowhere!
So to MM and Chris our ZBT dates.
Get psyched lor tomorrow cuz Ifs gonna be
great!
Love. Katrine end Jennifer

WANTED

FOR SALE
1972 PONTIAC CATAUNA for sets
St* Rune Greet
Best otter -Cat 372-5963
1980 Chevy Citation
94.000 ml. rune
exceannt, body In good condition Asking $500
3542426
Can you buy Jeeps. Cera, 4X4'a Seized In drug
rakta for under $1007 Cal tor tacts today
602-837-3401 Ext 299
CAPTURE THOSE PRICELESS MOMENTS ON
VIDEO. Seang JVC Compact AF Video
Camerewtth wide and tetephoto lenses, video
sght and lots of accessories Musi set-beet
offer Col 353-4*22
CHANCE OF A LIFETIME BUY
Smal lake and land with a
multitude of trees for your
specious new home. Quick access
to Rt 25 end 1-75.
Cat Virginia Waltz 354-2521
Brvns Reel Estate 352-5122

For Sale
BGSU Jecket - worn once
XL-353-3509
Formica Table. $30:10x10rug, S30. Intercom
System. $40: Answering Machine, $50 Leave
Message 364-1671
Ultra-atrengfh sysleme. errenoe 1900 etc Best
price ki town Ve* O's Herbs > Vltamlne 188 S
Mem, 353-0006

FOR RENT
706 Second St Apt A
2 bdrm turn, apt evaaable
sisasels
Cal John Newtove Reel Estate
354-2280
DOWNTOWN ONE BEDROOM APT AVAILA
BLE IMMEDIATELY. CALL LORI353-1406
Female to shore 1 lerge bedroom $140 a
month put etec. 363-5261 eeriy AM or ate
PM
For Rent: avaaabla Immedalely. 2 bdrm apt
$390 per mo mcl el utanee except elec very
close lo campus Cat 353-6350 eves.
May Roommste needed
S130 smooth 4 si uttl mcl
Cal erter 10:00 pm, 363-0672

* 'One female roommate to aubfoaae lor spring
semester Cat Elaine 393-6069
1 mate roommate needed for Spring '89
Col Terry 353 51 SB
1 to 3 people needed lo sublease nice lumlsled
apartment dose to cempus-month of Mey Free.
nodopooH Cal 353-8319
50'S - BO'S ROCK BAND
NEEDS: BASS. LEAD. VOCALS
CALL DON AT 3B4-O013

SPIRIT AND CHI OMEQA - NO. 1

rmgratkaleYigYehi
But, I need e lemafe to take over my lease for
spring ismaelor. Greet location on Wooeter
Large house with own bedroom
Call
352-9221

SWEETEST DAY
Send your eweetheart a aweets-faed basket for
Sweatee! Day Basket w* be delivered on Sal
urdsy snd s poem o* your choice wHI be reed to
your sweetheart for only SB. Forma a iBoatlls on
1st Floor of Unlv Hal thru Frl. 9 AM 4 PM
Sponsored by Then Alpha PM, National

October 14,1988

PAID Internships In Washington D.C. svsUebie for Spring Semester. Cell Coop Progrem
et 172-2461 or stop by Rm. 238 Admin. Bldg.

Female roommate needed for Spring Semester
Own Room - neoeonobki Rent
Col Am 353-4005

MALE TO SUBLEASE ROOM IN SPRING FUR
NISHEO $135 PER MO (3R0 ST I CALL GILBERT 353-7427
Subleeser Needed -Irnmedleto vacancy
SI 50 a month uM avg. S20
Ocas to campus W-D. Dieh . fireplace
Oepoolt negot 352-2269

HELP WANTED

Portal.
_^_ Per Baal

THE PM IAUS WISH THEIR HOUSE MOM A
SPEEDY GET WELL. WE NEED OUR MOMMY!

SOFT ROCK CAFE
PLAYUG THIS WEEK FROM TOLEDO:
THE DAN and DON SHOW

Support UAO end HA Corns see GOOD
MORNING VIETNAM starring Robin WOlams
Oct 14-15 at 7:30. 9 45. 12:00 The movie
wa be shown In the Eve Merle Saints Theatre
and the charge Is SI 50 HSA members $1 00
wtth Student ID

Classification in which you wish your eel to oaao.arI

The Kennedy Center, Smithsonian, State
DapL, Red Cross, Peece Corps, Dept. of Education. Greenpeace, CNN, U.S. Attorney's Ofhorthese end thousands ol other plecements
are eiiaae-ile for mtemahlrje in Washington each
term Contact the Center for Academic OpHons.23l Admin . 28202 lor mlo
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The peel year he. been wonderfulThe bet 9 months have been extra spade!' I
love you ao Increckofy much! Happy Anniversary and Happy Sweeteet Ooyll!
Love. Baby
The oOSU Greek System wslcsmai AOTTI
Rash begins October t7, ISM at 1:00 PM
mtr» Community Sofia.
Intereeted Woman Pleess Attendl I
The Brothers of Slgme Chi would ska lo oon
greUate Male Lewis on ha pmnlng w Zeta Tau
Aipne at Miarr. ol Ohio aUkst. Reehel Good
luck Mae s Mlcheai

••WANTED"
Female (Male Models
for neHonef megezine sds
Send photo S resume to:

Model Search

TbxicW&ste
Dumpi

14esWeetSylvenla
i,OH4M12
A good way lo earn money for the upcoming
hoaday season Highly motrveted energetic mdhktuate k) fa weHer, watkeee. Boor walker end
ceereer positions « high energy raggtcaib--car
pooeng avatarse. Good way to earn extra
money Apply et Buttona Tuee thru Sun. after
8 30 PM

The Great American
Smokeout. Nov. 17.
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Males and females living together...
It has advantages and disadvantages
by Melissa Puccetti
After living on campus for two years, the
transition from dorm life to off-campus
housing can be quite an experience.
Waiting for a turn in the bathroom, deciding whose turn it is to do the dishes and
clean the bathroom are just a few of the
things that someone must get used to after
making the move to an apartment or
house.
The transition is usually an easy one, but
some University students have made it
even more interesting by choosing to live
platonically with "roomies" of the opposite
sex.
According to some of the students who
have tried this living arrangement, it has
advantages and disadvantages.
Michelle Bauder, a senior international
studies major who lives with two men, said
she likes the fact that her male roommates
pay their bills on time and "don't gossip or
talk on the phone forever."
On the other hand, Bauder said she has
never lived with a female who sings in the
morning One of her male roommates
sings in the shower.
"He wakes me up every morning and I
have to yell down for him to shut up." she
said. According to Bauder, 'There's a lot
more humor and a lot less conflict than living with girls; everyone should try it."
Parents' attitudes tend to differ on co-ed
living arrangements, however.
Bauder said she has been preparing her
mom for male roommates since freshman
year. "One of these years I knew it was going to happen," she said.
On the other hand, Bauder's roommate
Robin Pastor, senior Asian studies major,
said her parents would not condone her
living with men, so she makes many trips

home to avoid their visiting.
Dave Soughan, senior education major
and Bauder and Pastor's roomate, said he
likes the living arrangement, and now has
a different opinion of women.
"I think that living with anyone different
from yourself helps to break some of the
stereotypes," he said. "I also think that living with women now will prepare me for
later in life when I will eventually be living
with my wife."
However, according to Dr. Alfred Demaris, an assistant professor in the sociology department, living together does not
necessarily prepare a person for intimate
cohabitation.
"I don't feel it is comparable living
together on a friendship basis because
there are no emotional commitments involved like there is in an intimate relationship," he said.
On the other hand, Demaris did say that
living platonically helps to establish close
friendships with members of the opposite
sex. Another adventurous student, Joe
Lombardi, senior political science major,
lives with four friends — two are female.
Lombardi said his parents were not surprised.
"I have three older brothers and my parents have seen it all," he said.
Joy Goodwin, a junior IPCO major and
one of the women who live with Lombardi,
said, "compared to living with four girls,
household responsibilities are very even."
Goodwin also said that her mom thinks
it is a great idea to live with men because
they can provide added protection.
The entire group shares all the household chores. Each person is assigned a day
to wash the dishes, and a one hour clean■See Living, page 4.

Newlove is dedicated to Bowling Green residents
by Diane E. Wonder
For one local citizen, a degree from the University in
education has meant much more than just teaching.
A strong interest in the community drove Richard A.
Newlove, now a successful Bowling Green realtor, to look
beyond his teaching career toward what he could do for
the city of Bowling Green and the Univeristy.
"I decided that teaching history, english, science and
math was not what I wanted to do for the next 30 years of
my life." While he was teaching, Newlove also worked for
his father as a part-time sales representative for the family
business, Newlove Realty, Inc.
Newlove, who graduated from the University with a
Bachelor's degree in education in 1969, left the teaching
field at age 28 and became a full-time realtor and an active
member of the Bowling Green community.

A lifelong resident of Bowling Green, Newlove's curiosity about political and civic activities developed at an
early age. "I was involved in a club similar to the Young
Democrats at Bowling Green High School and participated in the presidential campaigns of Kennedy and Johnson in 1960 and 1964," Newlove said.
After being a member of the Board of Zoning Appeals
from 1974 to 1976, Newlove served one four-year term on
the Bowling Green City Council until 1980.
He was the president of the Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce in 1982 and president of the Wood County
Board of Realtors in 1983. Also in 1983, Governor Richard Celeste appointed Newlove to a vacant seat on the University Board of Trustees. Newlove said, "The University
Board of Trustees' responsibility is to shape University
policy and hire a president to carry out that policy."
The qualifications for a trustee are not enumerated in
the Ohio Revised Code, however. Newlove said he believes

they revolve around "one's concern for an institution and
past community service."
The largest and perhaps most difficult responsibility the
board has is to maintain the financial well-being of the University. "We basically have two sources of funding coming into the University: subsidies from the government
and student fees. It is our job to maintain a balance between the two," Newlove said.
"However, when one amount goes below a sufficient
level, as was the case last year, the other is increased to
make up for it"
In 1986, Newlove became a member of the University
Foundation Board. This board sets general policies,
supervises the work of the foundation in raising rrtoney for
the University, and makes investments.
"Within the past year, divestment has been the most
visible issue the foundation is involved in," Newlove said.
...
BSee Newlove, page 4.
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Are yoti going to see President Reagan next
week when he comes to Bowling Green?
afl
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Julia Bondurant, senior elementary
education major from Avon Lake: "/ haven 'I thought about it. I'll probably go to
hear what he has to say about the election but I'm voting for the Duke."
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Mark Bulk, junior MIS major from
Sidney: " Yes. it's not that often that you
get to see someone that famous. He's the
most important person in the U.S. I saw
him when I was in high school when he
was on a whistle stop tour."

June Koielaka, senior VCT major
from Parma Heights: "Yes. because I'd
like to see how he says he believes in education after he's cut educational funds
while he's been in office. I'd like to see
him explain that"

Greg Miller, freshman education major
from Rochester: "Yes, I'm not Republican but I'm going because he's the
President and he represents the country.
I disagree with a lot of his political ideas,
but he's still the President"

swallowing snakes Tuition is too much for students
and rolling in flakes

OGDEN, Utah (AP) - A snake-swallowing
act has come under fire from the Utah
Humane Society.
Ron Stewart's reptile-gobbling performance came five months ago during the
"What's the Craziest Thing You Would Do
for a Motorcycle" contest.
In its fall newsletter, the society denounced Stewart's act, which placed third. The
contest was won by 21-year-old Jenise
Merrill of Ogden, who covered herself in
liquid cow manure and rolled in cornflakes.
"If they want to make idiots of themselves, that's their business," said Katharine Brant, the society's director of development "But when it involves animals
who can't defend themselves, that's when
we step in."
The animal-protection group reported
that the snake was eaten alive, but Stewart
25, said the reptile actually was killed
shortly before he ate it

NEW YORK (AP) - Fewer than six out of 10 young people say
they have saved for college, and nearly 50 percent said tuition
costs prevent many from seeking a higher education, according
to a recently released poll.
In addition, more than one out of three teen-agers and young
adults questioned in a survey commissioned by the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education believe the most expensive colleges offer the best education.
The poll, aimed at measuring student awareness of college issues, was based on telephone interviews of 1,001 people age 13
to 21 from Aug. 24 to Sept 7. It was released as part of National
Higher Education Week, which began Sunday. The poll, conducted by the Gallup Organization, had a margin of sampling error of
plus or minus 3 percentage points.
Thirty-eight percent agreed that "the higher the tuition costs of
a college, the better the quality of education a student will
receive." Among pre-college-age students, the figures were
higher 53 percent of 13-to 15-year-olds agreed with the statement 41 percent of 16-and 17-year-olds surveyed did. But only
27 percent of current college students and graduates felt that
way.
Asked what they thought was the major reason more students
do not go to college, 48 percent said they thought the reason was
that college is too expensive and they can't afford it
Fifty-nine percent of high school juniors and seniors polled said

they or someone in their families had saved for their college education. The rest said they hadn't saved or they didn't know.
Asked what they'd do if they couldn't afford the college they
wanted, 37 percent said they'd try to get loans, 32 percent would
look for part-time jobs, 14 percent said they would select another
college, and 2 percent said they would not attend college at all.
The rest weren't sure.
Other findings:
—54 percent of America's high school juniors and seniors said
they expect to graduate from college; 8 percent plan to graduate
from high school but go no further. The remainder said they plan
to attend vocational or trade school, or go to college but not long
enough to graduate.
—67 percent said that in selecting a college, availability of particular courses and curriculum was "extremely important"; 44
percent cited the school's academic reputation; 45 percent said
expense was a crucial factor. Only 20 percent cited social life or
athletic reputation as "extremely important"
—Seven out of 10 believe public colleges offer as good an education as private schools, and three out of five felt two-year institutions are on a par with four-year schools.
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Science fiction flick is down to earth

The first few minutes of the futuristic
thriller "Alien Nation" fail to dispel the notion that it is just another standard copbuddy movie. However, once the characters are introduced and the tiresome car
chases and shootouts are finished, the film
actually provides an interesting twist to a
familiar formula.
Starring James Caan and Mandy Patinkin, "Alien Nation" is best described as a
cross between "In the Heat of the Night"
and "Close Encounters of the Third
Kind." While "Alien Nation" is clearly not
on the same level as these two films in
terms of quality, it does combine their
most appealing elements: two cops of

James Caan (right) and Mandy Patlnkln star as Sykat and George, detectives from
different worlds working on tha same murder csse. In spile of the fact that It It another cop* and robbers movie, tha humor and tha performances turned In by Caan
and Patlnkln earn It a pasting grade.

different races investigating a murder, racial tensions, and aliens from another
planet landing on Earth.
The story is set in Los Angeles in 1991,
three years after a large group of immigrant "newcomers" arrive from outer
space. The aliens were oppressed slaves of
another race on some other planet, and
they accidentally land in California when
their ship malfunctions.

Eventually, the newcomers are assimilated into human society, although most
people remain extremely distrustful of
them. As was the case with many of the
immigrants which entered this country, the
aliens are subjected to social and economic discrimination because of their race.
Although it sounds like comic book
science fiction, the story is not as farfetched as it seems. The aliens have heads

comers is Matthew Sykes (Caan), a tough
cynical cop. A self-proclaimed bigot, Sykes
becomes even more hateful when his partner is killed by a "slag," the slang term
commonly used to refer to the aliens.
Sykes launches an investigation into the
murder, and he takes on a new partner to
help him-a slag. Although he bristles at
the idea of having to associate with an
alien, he knows his newcomer partner,
George (Patinkin), may be the key to finding the killer.
Eventually, the two discover that the
murder is linked to several others, and the
investigation then leads them into something much larger and far more dangerous.
In terms of a cop-thriller, this film is
pretty standard fare. There are not many
surprises, and most of the paths the story
takes are predictable and old hat by now.
In addition, the characters of Caan and
Patinkin are not very original when it
comes to detective movies. Caan is the traditional gruff disillusioned veteran (complete with the biting sarcasm and the exwife), and Patinkin's George is the more
gentle and innocent-looking partner. Like
all the "Dirty Harry" movies, the partners
which resemble inflated grains of puffed
rice, but they still look and act quite human. They are not evil creatures conspiring to conquer the world. All they want is
■See Alien, page 4

Too Much Garbage?

What is it?

What can you do about
solid waste disposal? Ibnc
in to Viewpoint, the new
public affairs program, as
veteran journalist, Larry
Whatley, examines the
thorny question: "Is there
a solution to the overflowing garbage problem?"
Pornography, day care,
the economy and drugs
arc other critical issues
that Viewpoint will investigate this season.

If you can identify this
object, you could win a si5
gift certificate from Stingers
Cafe. 1414 E, Wooster (Does
not include tax. gratuity, or
alcoholic beverages/
Drop your answers in the
entry box located in the BG
News editorial office. 214
West Hall
Entries are due each
Thursday. 5 p.m. The
winning eniry will be named
at that lime II more than one
correct entry is received, a
drawing will be held to
determine the winner.
Employees of BGSl'
Student Publications are not
eligible.

VIEWPOINT
Solid Waste: a Disposable Crisis
Begins Tonight 5:30 p.m.

WBGU

TV27

Last week's winner was Carmen Lubrano, who
correctly identified the object a* a watch.

ENTRY FORM

Name*
Address
1'hone Number
What is it?_
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Newlove

Living

Alien

■ (Continued from page 1)

■(Continued from page 1)

■(Continued from page 3)
to be accepted.
One man who will not accept the newdo not get along at first, but they soon
grow attached to one another.
Despite these drawbacks, "Alien Nation"
receives a passing grade because of the extremely humorous and often touching
moments provided by the racial tensions
which permeate the film. The story delivers
its most powerful punches when it takes
lighthearted and sometimes frighteningly
realistic views of the racial discrimination
George is subjected to.
The alien is told he is despised, and he is
called a slag several times by Sykes. Later
in the film Sykes finds himself defending
his partner from the bigoted remarks his
co-workers make. There is no examination
of racial prejudice on a deep level, but the
racial situations spark enough tension and
humor on a purely emotional level to make
the story interesting.
Most of the uniquely charming humor in
the film is provided by the physical and
cultural differences which exist between
George and Sykes. The aliens get
snookered on sour milk, and when they arrived on the planet, they assumed human
names which were not exactly originalsuch as Sam Francisco and Rudyard Kipling.
George and Sykes also do not understand each other's jokes and cultural references, and Sykes is clearly misinformed
about the aliens' anatomy. In one hilarious
bar scene, Sykes takes on a rough-looking

ing session a week.

Currently, Newlove is the vice chairman of
the Wood County Democratic Executive
Committee.
He is also the vice president of the recently founded Bowling Green Economic
Development Foundation. "The purpose
of this foundation is to promote the economic development of the community,"
Newlove said. "Monetary contributions
come solely from donations by businesses
and private individuals."
The foundation is currently working on
the proposal for a research park to be developed on the 88 acres of University
property located east of Interstate 75 and
north of Wooster Street.
"The focus of the Northwest Ohio Regional Research Park will be to attract
businesses to use the research facilities,
thus involving students and faculty in internships and learning experiences," Newlove said. "Also, many majors, such as psychology, sociology, marketing and business, will benefit." .
Funding for the development of the
research park will not come from student
fees. "Twenty-five thousand will come from
a grant from the Ohio Department of _
Economic Development and J25,0O0"will
come from the City of Bowling Green,"
Newlove said.

Katie Edwards, senior elementary education major who also lives with the fivesome said,"believe it or not, these guys are
sometimes cleaner than us, and there's no
pressure to clean up more just because
we're girls."
"If s more fun living with guy friends because they'respect your stuff more and
girls tend to bicker more than the guys
do," she said.
Senior liberal studies major, the fourth
roommate Morgan Sullivan, said that the
situation is very workable. He said it has
been a good experience and that he'd
much rather live with two women than all
men.
"The characteristics of men and women
work well together," Mike Sullivan, senior
liberal studies major, said. Although no
romantic relations have resulted, the
roommates agree that living with friends of
the opposite sex gives a valuable perspective on the future.
Bauder stated the experience this way:
"It is an adventure that everyone should
try, you really do learn a lot"

slag by kneeing him in the groin area. The
blow has absolutely no effect and George
later explains to his partner that striking
an alien under the arms "will produce the
effect I think you were looking for."
Caan and Patinkin make a solid team,
although they bring off the film's humor
better than they do the action sequences.
Caan, who gave a remarkable performance
in last year's "Gardens of Stone," proves
once again that he has not lost his touch.
Patinkin, who played the dashing Spaniard
Inigo Montoya in "The Princess Bride,"
shows that he has considerable range.
Without these two, the film fails altogether.
Although "Alien Nation" is certainly not
a cinematic masterpiece, it is enjoyable. If
you are willing to overlook the predictable
and formulaic crime story, you should get a
real kick out of this picture. Do not be surprised to see it resurface as a television series next fall.
"Alien Nation," rated R, is now playing
at the Woodland Mall Cinema. Running
time: 90 minutes.

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Stndfor your copy today'
ftm Catalog
ll.i. J7000
USuJunfun DC 2OOH-7000

Large 2-ITEM PIZZA

Your Comic Connection is at...

f°r $5.75
MARK'S

Young's Newsstand

only at

"Don't miss the next issue of your favorite
comic series!"
353-2176
Downtown

free delivery

Pizza Pub

352-3551

HOWARD'S club H

BGSU BANDS
PRESENT

210 N. MAIN

NO COVER

Fall Concert Band
& Wind Ensemble

GEORGIA
PEACH BAND

Sunday, Oct. 16, 1988
3 PM Kobacker Hall

Thursday-Saturday,
October 13-15

Mark S. Kelly
Conductor
Ivan Hammond
Tuba Sololsl

* Every Thursday 10-11:00 p.m.
live Broadcast on M.I WBGU
HomtnTs h a Decfeaatef Drirer Pvttdpnl
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"Student Appreciation Day"
Saturday, October 22
BGSLJ vs. Youngstown State

• FREE admission
• FREE hotdog & pop
to the football game
for University students
• Raffles for gifts, including a trip for 2 to Florida!
• Tailgate party for the Residence Hall or Greek
Unit with the highest attendance percentage
at the game.

Students: Return your appreciation to the community by bringing with
you to the game a non-perishable food item to be donated to hungry
families in Wood County.
Sponsored by the BGSU Athletic Department & The BG News
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ITA*S-H

it

t-

CotsgeFoott e*

Scoreboard

FALCON HOUSE
"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters In B.G."

KEVIN

i
COUPON GOOD

1

$2.00 OFF the purchase of
any crew or hooded sweatshirt
with this coupon
(asst. styles and colors)
Expires Oct. 22. 1988
BGSU transfer* and tew on fcttttr* »w«l|«bk

—

J

Athletic Shoes • Apparel • Sweats • Swlmuiear
School Jackets • T-Shlrt Printing • Spade Equipment

We've Mened • Now Location • Acrow Iron Hwafcaoton Bank

ONLY

J

^^

Utah State at Fresno State
|LeasZero

BOWLING GREEN'S LARGEST
VIDEO SUPER STORE
LOOK at the new
movies here this week
Deod Heot A Separate P«ic»
Jock's Bock All The Kings Man
A New life Out of me Hue

123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-3610

MONDAYS

Friday the 13th

Movie: "Weird Science"

VIDEO SPECTRUM

Sporting Goods

I

Runaway

Sign-Of

Move: "Sorority House Massacre"

| Movie: "The Pnncess Bride'

12:30

Movie: "Semi-Tough"

Family Again

College Football: Syracuse at Perm Stale

315 E. WOOSTER

AJCreatuma

College Football. Duke at Oemson

10:30

Wesl 57th

World Series: Game One

20% OFF ANY
FULL SERVICE
HAIRCUT
OR CHEMICAL
SERVICE
WITH KELLY OR

5:30

Tony Brown European

Movie: "Less Than Zero"

NHL Hookey Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Lasts

Movie: "Explorers"

EXPIRES NOV.7. 198b

Alexander

Scoreboard
Short Film

Live! Dick Clark Presents

TUC

STYLING STUDIO
354-1477

The Mind

Cooking

Movie: "The Incredible Shrinking Woman"

Movie: "House ot Games

ESPN Football
"Man, Woman and CttM"

Austin City Limits

Collage Football: Harvard at Dartmouth

SATURDAY EVENING
7:00
7:30
6:00
6:30
CBS News
PM Magazine
O News
O Sal. Report Nat'l Geo Real Fishing Don Cherry
CBS News
Fortune
Cash Exp.
CD News
H&tfi
NBC News
War o! the Worlds
CD
Star Search
CD College Football: TBA
DeGrassI
Choice
Lawrence
We* Show
CD
Nova
Lawrence
We* Show
CD
Mama
The
Sheriff
Star
Trek
CD
War ot the Wortds
CD Star Trek: Next Genet

5:00

Coeege Football: Teams to be Announced

Rocklord Files

Movk* "Tourist Trap"

The Princess Bride" Cont'd

4:30

Movie
Ever Lean

Yan Can

Movie:

4:00

Sportsweekend

MsWdrBlnO

College Gameday

Wrestl>ng

The Princess Bride

College Football: Miami at Notre Dame

Justin

CHlPs

LaleShow

College Football: Miami at Notre Dame

Motonxeek

Soul Train

3:30

Okie Knight

Lenerman

Firing Line

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

12:30
Benson

Vengeance Valley-

MecNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Eth- Sports

h

9:00

Ontario

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
11:30
12:00
WKRP
O Hay. Vam Ftpl
O Best Sellers Your Wealth What s New
Mighty M.
CD Hey. Vem Flipi
Chipmunks
EdGnmley
2
Hip 4 TV
CD

nic

8:30

8:00

Movie: 'Gunsmoke: Return to Dodge"

TUC Movie -The Quest Cont'd

CO
CD
CD

7:30
USA Today

Wipeoul

ESPN SportsLook

m
m

OCTOBER 14,1988

♦ WElt

* We have
over 9.500
movies and
plenty of
VCR's to rent
* Plenty of
free parking

* located close
to campus
E. Wooster to
S. Main
2 blocks to
Washington St.

We now have Nintendo Gomes to Rant. II .95 for first
night -11.00 for each additional night.

112 E. Washington 352-4171
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON

e
o
o
0
m
o
CD
0

o

11:00

11:30

Nelghoor.

Sisk/Ebert

Gardener

Best Years

Magnum, P.I.

OCTOBER 16,1988

12:00

12:30

SportaCtr

NFL Today

Meeting Place

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

WKRP

5:00

5:30

Movie: "Al My Darling Daughters"

CFL Football: Winnipeg Blue Bomber* at Hamilton Tiger-Cab)

Sports weekend

NFL Today

NFL Footbal: Detroit Lions at New York Giants

NFL Footbal: 49ers at Rama

Replay

NFL Live

NFL Footbal: Regional Coverage

OoaHJp

Bus. Work)

Ever Lean

Suprcharg

Runaway

Movie: "The Hofcroft Covenant"

R.Vaughn

Siek/Ebert

Market

Adam Smith

Waist.

Editors

ETES

Life Matters

One on One McLaughlin

Firing Una

Science

Adam Smith

Wash. Week

Waist.

Movie: "Next Summer"

Moyers/Campbel/Mylh

The Mind

Maaa

WortdTom.

rjevld Brtnktey

Cottage Footbal: Onto State at Purdue
Choice

2:00

Cooper

Shut-ins

DeQrasst

1:30

1:00

NR Footbal: DHas Cowboys at Chicago Been

Computer

Buck Roger*

Movie: "The KM From Left Field"

WWF Wreaang Chalsngs

Star Tret Next Qener.

ESPH Wk/Sport*

NFLGameday

TMC "SpH»h"

Movie: "Marlowe"

Movie:

Pursuit"

CENews

Munaters

Chartea

Out of Work) My Secret

Movie: "A Man Caked Sledge"

Rodeo: 87 National Finals
Movie

Adrian Mole

Movie: "A Man Catad Horse"

Movie: "The GunHghtars"

Monater Trucka Racing

Sp.il Bay

Hydroplane Racing

Echo Park"

Superboy

Rich a Famous

Drag Racing: Fal Nat.

Racing: Champion Spark Plug 300-K

Movie: "No Man's Land"

| Movie "Dreamacape"

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o
0
0
0
0
O
0
0

News

0
0

0

0
0
O

Beachcom-

9:00

9:30

10:30

10:00

11:00

Movie: "Out of Africa"

Movie: "Glory Enough for Al"

CBC I*ww5

11:30

12:00

SUkel

USA Today

fWWf

Movie: "KaTer WKh Two Faces

N6WI

Movie: "Condorrnan"

Muder, She Wrote

Magical World of Disney

World Series: Game Two

Incredible Sunday

Aa-Time Favorite Movies

Movie: "Lady Mobster"

Lawrence Wek Show

Work) «l W»r

Nature

Mai terplece Theatre

Mc^ers/Campbel/Myth

Fusing the Future

SigrvOff

M. Russel

Ramont

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Fueling the Future

American Experience

SignOtl

NGWt

NBC NtWl

Soviet Union

CENews

Newlons

Movie: "Out ol Africa"

NIW8

Ent. Tonight

SlgrvOf!

Siskel

Reagan

The Doctor Is m

Star Trek: Ne<t Gener.

21Jump Street

Wanted

Ichadren

G. Shanding Ullman

Duet

Benny HI

SkjrvO*

Star Trek

21 Jump Street

Wanted

|chitdren

G Shandkng UHman

Duet

Scratch

M4A-S'H

NFLPnmetime

NFL Scrapcook: Bears

NFL Theatre: Awards

NFL Primeome

Auto Racing

Dreamacape" Cont'd

6:30

7:00

OCTOBER 17,1988
8:00
7:30

8:30

9:00

News

CBS News

USA Today

BO Minutes

News Coord

Htuntlngslll

Danger Bay

Movta "Qfory Enough for AT'

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardyl

60 Minutes

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cheers

ALF

Wlpaout

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud MacGyver

Mechanic'1

Business

MacNaM/Lehrer Newshour

MacNel/Lehrer Newshour

Wonderful World of DKney Discover Science

HI Heroes

Rockford Files

Facts ot Life FamlyTI**

3'sCo

Movie: "Exposed"

Starshot

NR Trivia

NR

Batman

Get Smart

Spoons

WKRP

SportaCtr.

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00 1 12:30

Taxi

N6W9

Movie: "Red Flag: The Uromate Game"

Movie: "Out of Africa"

News

Magnum. P.I.

Movie: "Double Standard"

News

Tonight Show

Journal

JeHersons

A View From Abroad

Democrats: Quarter Cent.

A View From Abroad

Democrats: Quarter Cent.

News
Classic Summer

JBenson

Letterman
News

Movie: "Ufeforce"

NFL Mag

NFL's Greet

N0WS

Movie: "Amazon Women on the Moon"

Movie. "RuMn* People"

9:30

NR Footbal: Buffalo Bats at New York Jets

Discover: Science

700 Club

NFL

Movie: "Echo Park"

Movie: "Out of Africa"

Hogan

Trapper

Kenneth Copeiand

SportaCenter

Movie: "Splash"

Movie: The Prtnoees Brio*"

12:30

News

60 Minutes

Etm Sports Look
TttC

8:30

Raccoons

6:00

o
o

8:00

Murder. She Wrote

NFL Footbal

MONDAY EVENING
0

7:30

80 Minutes

O.E.D.

ESPN Auto Rating

TMC

7:00

6:30
CBS News

H'mooner

Ideas

Show
D Shadow

Ideas

Business

B.MMer

Morton Downey Jr.

Je#ersons

Ssnforfl

Fall Guy

SportaCtr.

NR

Water Skiing: Nat'l Champ. Baseball

Movie: "The Sacral ol My Success

Nightine

Easttnders

UteShow

|NR Theatre

Movie. "Eye of the Tiger"

Recycling...
An American Way of Life

KEEP AMERICA
BEAUTIFUL

#

luuirrluuiBf

Haircuts - $6

Perms - $22." - 75

Mini Mall Solon

For Campus Recycling Information
Call:
372-8909
'—»'5"

rWrW

C*J»»|I»JF »>■*■■»■ fall*

190 S. Main - thru the
brick
walkway
362-7668
DOWNTOWN

"Come See Us For
Sweetest Day
Specials."
428 E. Woostcr
***** ■**■■**■

.ii<

353-1045
-■•-■-
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00

6:30

O

Newt

ID
19
83
9
SD
0j)
ffi)

New*

CBS News

New,

NGC News

Wlpeout

ABC News

Mechanic 1

Business

o

7:00

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Fraggle

Bits. Bytes

fifth estate

Market PI

Fortune

Jeopvdyl

High Risk

Movie: "Fatal Judgement-

Era Tomghl

Chews

Work) Series: Game Three

Aflair

Family Feud Boss?

o
CD
ID
ffl
W

m
©
0D

N0ws

Movie: "Gargoyiee"

New$

Magnum, PJ.

News

Best ot Carton

News

MflMM
EastEnders

Show

Business

D. Shadow

SportsCtr.

H.'s Heroes

Rockford Files

3'sCo.

Pistons

Baseball

Muscle Mag.

B.

Movie: "Meteor

Preseason NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Dales Mavericks
Top Rank Boxing: From Atlantic City. NJ.

Mows: "My Fair Lady"

7:00

mu

Morton Downey Jr.

News

Sanford

Fan Guy

Lighter Side

SportsCtr.

POATour

CBS News

USA Today

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

Smothers Brothers Special Wbeguy

News

11:30

Nature of Things

Jeopardy'

Smothers Brothers Special Wtoeguy

News

Magnum, P.I.

Ent Tomghf

Cheers

Work) Series: Game Four

News

Tonight Show

Nff)V8

ABC News

Affair

FtmfyFeud Gro. Paint

News

NUghftne

Mechanic"!

Business

National

HeedCtss.

12:00
Jeffersons

Taxi

Best Years

North and South

Letterman
Movie: "Suicide Murders"

The Mind

First Thugs First

Stephanie

Ideas

EaatEnders

Stock Crash

Wonderful Work) of Disney The Mind

First Things First

Back to Jack

Ideas

Business

D. Shadow

Batman

Get Smart

WKRP

H.'s Heroes

Rockford Files

Spoons

Facts of Life Family Ties

3'tCo.

Movie: "A Cry for Love"

Cycle Sports SportsCtr

Sports

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

6:00

6:30

Newt
Newt Cont'd

7:00

Tractor Pi*

Movie: "Superdome"
News

9-Bal Champ

H'mooner

Ladies Bowang Hammer Midwest Open

Movie: "Maid to Order"

12:30
Benson
Natl/Jtnl

NHL Hockey Los Angeles Kings at Edmonton Oilers

MacNeil/Lshrer Newshour

THURSDAY EVENING

Racing

OCTOBER 19,1988
7:30

Fortune

NflWS

Late Show

Movie: "Prince of Darkness"

Front Page

Newt

Letterman

Republicans: After Reagan Ideas

WKRP

12:30
| Benson

"Six Directions of Boxing-

Republicans: After Reagan Ideas

TMC Movio 'Adventures in Babysitting

o
o
o

North and Sou*

12:00
| Jeffersons

CBS News

Newt Cont'd

ESPN SportsLook

O

Journal

11:30
Taxi

American Experience

WEDNESDAY EVENING
N6W8

11:00
News

American Experience

TMC Movie: Fool lor Love"

O

Man Alive

10:30

Nova

MacNeil/Lehrer Newsnour

Facts of Lite Family Ties

6:30

Roaeanne

10:00

Wonderful Work) of Disney Nova

Spoons

6:00

9:30

Movie: "Fatal Judgement"

Gel Smart

POATour

9:00

High Risk

Batman

ESPN SportsLook

8:30

USA Today

CBS News

Newt Cont'd

OCTOBER 18,1988
8:00
7:30

Last Show

B.MBar

Morton Downey Jr.

Jetfersons

Sanford

FalGuy

Qoff

SportsCtr.

Auto Racing Motorweek
"Some KM of Wonderful"

| Movie: "The Men't Club"

OCTOBER 20,1988
7:30

CBS News

USA Today

8:00

8:30

48 Hours

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

Movie: 'Something in Conimon"

On the Road

Way We Are Game, Set and Match

Laughs

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardyl

48 Hours

Movie: "Something m Common"

Newj

NtSC> rMWS

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Cosby Show Of. Work)

Cheers

80

Wlpeout

niAi rwVrt

Affair

Family Feud North and South

®

Mechanic!

Business

COOCO

Dear John

Journal

TBA/WonVJ Series

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

News

Taxi

News

Movie: "Men of the Dragon-

News

Magnum, P.I.

News

Tonight Show

News

Nkjhttne

Movie: "Klnga of the HaT

Jeffersons

[Benson

Leflernwi

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wild Am.

Bless Me

Mystery!

The Africans

Ideas

EasIEnders

Show

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wonderful Work) of Disney

TBA

WfkfArn

Mystery!

Mystery!

Ideas

Business

D Shadow

08
BD

Batman

Get Smart

WKRP

B. Miter

Morion Downey Jr.

Spoons

Jeffersons

Sanford

Fan Guy

ESPN

SportsLook

SportsCtr.

Vintage Baseball FHm

m

H.'s Heroes

Rockford Fats

Facts of Life FamHyT.es

3'sCo.

Movie: "The Neverending Story"

Sportsman

SpeedWeek

TMC Movie: "Lett Than Zero"

SportsCtr.

Off-Road Auto Racing

Movie: 'The Wfkf Ufa"
News

Drag Racing; NHflA Suptrnaoonet*

Movie: 'House of Games"

H'mooner

Monster True ksRacng

Movie: "Children of a Lester God"

Late Show

"The Princess Bride"

LUNCH AT
THE ELKS CLUB
more than just copies!
Typsetting, Word Processing,
Quality Offset Printing, Flyers.
Posters, Resumes, Screen Printing,
Laminating, Trophies and Plaques,
5' Photo Copies
f%T' t
117 E. Court St.
352-4068

Daily Specials Starting at
$2.73
Our dining room it open to the) public daily
Mon. - Fri.
11 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

We also have Banquet
Catering and Meeting
Rooms available
to accomodate
your every need.
CALL
352-2149

